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in association with Travers Morgan Environment Introduction 
This report contains the proceedings of an Expert Seminar on Waste Management Planning held on 
Monday 1Oth and Tuesday 11th January 1994 at the Borschette Conference Centre in Brussels.  The 
Seminar was organised by the Waste Management Policy Unit (DGXI.A.4) of the European Commission 
in association with Travers Morgan Environment. 
The purpose of the Seminar was to allow representatives of the authorities responsible for drawing up 
the Waste Management Plans required under Article 7.1  of Council Directive 91/156/EEC,  and other 
experts, to meet informally to discuss the practical aspects of developing the plans, and to share their 
experiences in implementing them. 
The aim of the Seminar was to identify what practical experience has shown to be achievable and 
consistent with the requirements of the Directive. 
A total of 65 delegates, who were all either directly engaged in waste management planning, or 
provided advice on waste management planning, attended the seminar. 
These delegates included representatives of central, regional and local government administrations 
throughout the European Community, representatives of the EFTA countries, and a number of European 
associations with a direct interest in waste management planning.  A full listing of the delegates 
attending is given in Appendix A. 
Seven expert speakers, each directly involved in waste  m~nagement  planning, presented papers on key 
aspects of waste management planning to introduce subsequent open discussions.  These key aspects 
were: 
the contents of plans; 
the regulatory framework for the implementation of the plans and their binding 
nature; 
the flexibility of the plans to adapt to changing markets and technologies; 
self sufficiency in waste management; 
interregional co-operation in waste management. 
The background to Waste Management Planning in the European Community, a summary of the open 
discussions held and the conclusions reached, and the papers presented at the Seminar are given in 
subsequent sections of these proceedings. 
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Council Directive 91/156/EEC <amending Directive 75/442/EECl 
Council Directive 91/156/EEC (amending Directive 75/442/EEC) is the legislative instrument setting out 
the requirement for the Member States of the European Community to arrange for the preparation of 
Waste Management Plans.  It also sets out a number of specific issues which have to be addressed by 
these plans. 
Article 5.1  sets out what has become known as the •self-sufficiency principle" stating that: 
"Member States shall take appropriate measures, in cooperation with other Member States 
where this is necessary or advisable, to establish an integrated and adequate network of 
disposal installations, taking account of the best available technology not involving excessive 
costs.  The network must enable the Community as a whole to become self sufficient in waste 
disposal and the Member States to move towards that aim individually, taking into account 
geographical circumstances or the need for specialized installations for certain types of waste  ... 
Article 5.2 sets out what has become known as the "proximity principle" stating that: 
"The network must also enable waste to be disposed of in one of the nearest appropriate 
installations, by means of the most appropriate methods and technologies in order to ensure a 
high level of protection for the environment and public health.'' 
Article 6 of the Directive requires Member States to designate "Competent Authorities" and Article 7.1 
states that those "competent authorities .... shall be required to draw up .... one or more waste 
management plans". 
Article 7.1  also sets out particular requirements for the contents of waste management plans including: 
the type, quantity and origin of waste to be recovered or disposed of; 
general technical requirements; 
any special arrangements for particular wastes; 
suitable disposal sites or installations. 
Article 7.2 requires that: 
"Member States shall collaborate as appropriate with the other Member States concerned and 
the Commission to draw up such plans." 
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Summary and Conclusions 
This summary, and the associated conclusions (given in boxes in the text) have been prepared from 
notes taken by Travers Morgan Environment at the seminar, and from transcripts made from the tape 
recordings of the official simultaneous interpretation in English of the proceedings of the seminar. 
The conclusions reached at the seminar paid full regard to the principle of subsidiarity.  All proposals 
made can be implemented without infringing this principle. 
Preparing the Plan 
It was generally recognised by all delegates that reliable data on the nature, location and volume of 
wastes arising was a pre-requisite to the planning of a network of waste management facilities. 
1  The mapping of waste arisings from all sources within an area should be a 
foundation of the plan or plans for that area. 
A number of delegates expressed concern that the geographic areas within which they had the 
responsibility to manage waste were not always fully compatible with the management requirements of 
particular wastes.  These concerns appeared to relate to specific wastes rather than to wastes 
generally.  Examples given of the difficulties experienced included: 
the need for the provision of facilities on a larger scale, or requiring a greater investment, 
than was consistent with the planning authority's area of responsibility; 
the lack of a particular specialist knowledge at the planning authority level. 
1 
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There was a general acceptance that different types of wastes required different geographical planning 
areas, although all the contributions made on this subject were in agreement that the detailed planning 
of waste management should be devolved to the most local level practicable. 
2  The geographical scale at which disposal of each particular kind of waste should be 
planned should be determined having regard to: 
the volumes of the particular waste which are necessary to obtain economies of 
scale in the technology of treatment process, and 
ii  the need to access a pool of knowledge that is sufficiently skilled in the 
particular kind of waste treatment. 
Where the geographical scale extends beyond the boundary of the plan-making 
authority, the co-operation referred to in para 11  will be of particular importance. 
There was a general agreement among delegates that it was not possible accurately to predict the 
future nature, volume and location of wastes arising and residues for disposal.  The factors identified as 
giving rise to this uncertainty included: 
changes in economic circumstances (growth/recession); 
changes in the demand for, and nature of, consumer goods; 
changes in manufacturing methods; 
the introduction of innovative waste treatment methods; 
uncertainty as to the effects of policy changes (prevention, minimisation, re-use, recycling). 
The difficulty in accurately identifying a single future waste management strategy was generally 
recognised. 
A number of delegates noted that their existing waste management infrastructure was not capable of 
accommodating significant short and medium term fluctuations in the nature and volume of waste. 
There was a general recognition that large scale changes to waste management infrastructure could not 
be made within a short time scale.  The main reasons put forward for this were: 
the consultation periods associated with achieving public acceptance of the provision of 
waste management infrastructure; 
the scale of investment required to provide environmentally sound facilities; and, 
construction periods. 
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changes in market demands for recovered materials. The planning process should 
therefore consider alternative future scenarios. 
4  Also for reasons of flexibility, the plans themselves should provide sufficient capacity 
in conventional disposal methods for all waste generated within the area, so that it 
would be possible to handle demand over the short term (say 5 years) in the event 
that innovative disposal methods and policies on prevention and recovery prove less 
successful than anticipated. 
It was noted that, for historical reasons, the concerns of the waste management planning authorities 
have been concentrated on the treatment and disposal of wastes rather than on their minimisation. 
Nevertheless there was a general acceptance that plans should give greater emphasis in the future to 
the need to encourage the prevention and recovery of waste, and its potential for beneficial uses ie. 
energy generation from incineration. 
A number of delegates advocated the use of economic instruments as a tool to encourage the 
prevention, minimisation and recycling of wastes. 
5  In practice, a major part of the content of plans will be concerned with the handling 
and treatment of waste arisings. However plans also need to give express attention 
to policies and practices which encourage the prevention and recovery of waste and 
the use of waste for energy. Plans should include consideration of the use of pricing 
mechanisms that reflect the environmental impact of waste disposal, and thus act to 
promote waste reduction. 
A number of delegates expressed concern regarding targets for waste prevention and reduction. 
These concerns included: 
the setting of targets for recycled materials for which there was no established market; 
3 
the setting of long term goals which, at the present time,  appear only be achievable through 
the application of innovative treatments; 
a failure to define clearly the terms adopted in waste management proposals. 
6  Quantitative policy goals for waste prevention and reduction should be clearly and 
carefully defined, and insofar as they refer to the short term (say 5 years), the goals 
should be shown to be compatible with current industrial processes. 
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There was a general acceptance that there needed to be greater emphasis in the future to the 
encouragement of the prevention and recovery of waste through the adoption of clean technology in 
waste generating industries.  A number of delegates observed that the necessary expertise was unlikely 
to be found in waste management planning authorities, since this involved a detailed knowledge of 
industrial and manufacturing process design. 
Examples were given by some delegates of how advice on clean technologies was made available to 
industry from other governmental departments through waste management planning agencies. 
7  In the matter of waste prevention and recovery, plans should refer to the provision of 
governmental advice to industry on clean technology, whether this is provided by 
the plan-making authority itself or by other national or local agencies in the Member 
State. 
Social Acceptance 
There was general agreement that waste management facilities could only be provided if the public 
accepted there was a need for them.  It was recognised that with the widely differing cultural 
expectations and political organisation of the Member States there was no single model as to how 
social acceptance could be achieved. 
8  The planning process aims to secure social acceptance of waste policy in general 
and of disposal installations in particular. To this end, it is appropriate for plan 
preparation to be entrusted to different levels of the administration in different 
Member States, reflecting cultural expectations and political organisation. 
A number of delegates observed that public opposition to the provision of waste management facilities 
was often the single most significant obstacle to be overcome in the provision of facilities. 
Accordingly these delegates stressed that the waste management planning process should involve, and 
be seen to involve, some democratic process whereby representations made by the public and other 
interested organisations could be addressed. 
It was generally agreed that the planning process should also include the provision of information to the 
public on waste management policies, and the need and justification for facilities. 
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producers and the waste management industry. Consultation should be preceded 
by the provision of ample information, and it should take place in relation both to 
policy and to the provision of disposal installations. The consultation process should 
afford opportunities to both individuals and organisations to make representations to 
the plan-making authority. 
There was considerable discussion on the mechanisms by which social acceptance for waste 
management facilities could be achieved.  A number of delegates outlined an approach which they felt 
was able to achieve this.  This involved a two stage process as follows: 
Stage 1 
Stage 2 
the development of the basic general principles and policies of waste management and 
associated site location and environmental protection criteria; 
the establishment of waste arisings, the facilities required to treat or dispose of them, and 
the general geographic areas where facilities will be required; 
the dissemination of information and consultation on the above. 
the development of site specific proposals based on the outcome of the Stage 1 
investigations and consultations; 
public consultation on the site-specific proposals only (not on the principles previously 
established in Stage 1). 
1  o  To ensure that the waste management planning process is well understood, an 
approach that commends itself is that consultation should take place in stages. 
Thus proposals for waste management policy, and the general intentions for 
provision of disposal installations, would be subject to consultation and decision 
before site-specific proposals were formulated. Site-specific consultation would take 
place at a later stage. 
5 
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Co-operation 
It was generally accepted that the most efficient and cost effective waste management infrastructure 
would be provided on the basis of the needs of the waste management industry irrespective of 
administrative boundaries, whether municipal, regional or national. 
Nevertheless it was recognised that there are significant differences in cultural expectations, 
administrative arrangements and legislation between and within Member States.  Accordingly the 
objective of efficient and cost effective waste management will only be achieved if there is close 
practical co-operation between adjacent plan-making authorities irrespective of administrative 
boundaries. 
11  Practical co-operation between plan-making authorities in adjoining regions should 
be a high priority. Solidarity among Member States, in protecting the environment 
throughout the Community, means that such co-operation is as important between 
adjacent areas in neighbouring States as it is between areas within a single State. 
Examples were given by some delegates of situations where planning authorities had found that the 
existing or planned waste management infrastructure had been found to be unable to meet the 
demands placed on it by wastes arising in neighbouring areas. 
Some delegates foresaw the potential for similar situations arising in their area in the future as a result 
of the policies adopted by neighbouring authorities.  The examples given generally related to wastes 
being exported from one area and utilising capacity allocated for other purposes in another area. 
Concern was expressed by some delegates that the environmental effects associated with the import 
and export of wastes, and their subsequent treatment and disposal, were not always fully addressed by 
the waste planning authority where the wastes originated. 
12  Each plan-making authority should consult its neighbours as to their needs and 
intentions, and exchange available information on waste. Legislative and 
administrative differences have to be fully recognised, but plans for adjoining 
administrative areas should be complementary to one another, to the greatest extent 
that is practically possible. 
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It was noted that, as a general rule,  the full waste management planning process was carried out to a 
comparatively long term cycle.  Nevertheless, it was generally accepted that more frequent and routine 
monitoring of waste arisings, and interim reviews of the implementation of the plan, were necessary if 
satisfactory management of waste was to be achieved. 
An example was given where the required duration of the waste management plan was 12 years, 
interim reviews were required every 4 years, and waste arisings were mapped annually. 
13  The mapping of waste arisings should be updated frequently for the purpose of 
monitoring and reporting progress in improving waste management. 
A number of delegates emphasised that waste management plans should be more than just 'paper' 
plans.  To this end they should contain realistically achievable aims, and the plan-making authorities 
should have the duty to monitor the implementation of the plans.  Where appropriate the plan-making 
authority should have the powers to secure the implementation of the plans. 
These duties and powers were seen by delegates from plan-making authorities as being an essential 
tool in achieving the planned objectives as they removed uncertainty for waste producers and 
transporters as to the enforcement of regulations. 
14  Plan-making authorities should have the duty of monitoring how plans are being 
implemented and should have powers to secure that waste is managed generally in 
accordance with the plans. 
7 
There was some discussion regarding the differing administrative and legal arrangements adopted in 
Member States for the licensing of waste producers, transporters and disposers.  It was accepted that, 
for efficient and effective waste management, these administrative arrangements must be consistent 
with the provisions of waste management plans at all levels, and vice versa. 
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15  The system for licensing waste producers, transporters and disposers must be 
consistent with the waste management plan. Therefore, where the plan-making 
authority is not itseH responsible for licensing, then either 
the plan should be consistent with the licensing scheme of any higher level of 
government, or 
ii  the plan should define the licensing framework to be followed by any lower level 
of government. 
A number of  options for the provision, management and operation of waste management facilities were 
discussed during the seminar, and in particular the respective roles of the public and private sector. 
Delegates concluded that, while there were differing cultural expectations in different Member States, 
there was no evidence to suggest there were any practical differences in the ability of either sector to 
fund effectively, provide or operate waste management facilities. 
16  Whether waste management operations are funded and undertaken by the private 
or public sectors is entirely a matter for the particular circumstances in each Member 
State. 
Support from the Commission 
It was clear from comments made by the delegates, and from the questions raised during the 
discussions, that there was a wealth of knowledge available, and a desire on the part of all participants 
to learn from the experience of others. 
Furthermore, throughout the seminar, and in the informal contacts between the formal presentations 
and discussions, it was apparent that delegates were taking full advantage of the opportunity to 
exchange experiences and views. 
In the formal sessions, a number of delegates commented on the benefit they had derived from the 
seminar, and on the value of other similar forums and studies organised by the Commission. 
17  The Commission should continue to facilitate exchanges of information on the 
technologies of prevention, recovery and disposal and on the development of the 
network of hazardous waste disposal installations. 
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(transcribed from the official recording of English interpretation of the Seminar) 
1 
I find it very exiting to meet you and I am very excited to start and open this seminar.  You represent 
not only the world of waste but those who actually are responsible on the ground for waste 
management, Member States and the organisations which actually manage waste regions.  I am also 
very happy to welcome some of our EFTA partners in the framework of the European Union.  I think it is 
very important that we have this world that you represent together for discussions, in a very practical 
way, over the next few days. 
It is also exciting because I think the Community and Member States are working in a new framework. 
For many years there was a sort of top down approach, you had regulators and endless debates to 
achieve Community legislation.  I think that the 5th Action Programme, which was adopted by the 
Council Ministers last year, lays down very important principles of co-management, not only in the field 
of waste,  but in a larger sense it is a step on the way towards, and certainly in waste management, 
what is now I think a common buzz word  -sustainable development. 
If we are not able in our society today to manage waste in .such a way that it contributes on the one 
hand to further economic development, by taking the best elements out of waste, and on the other 
hand, to minimize the waste and even to prevent waste, then I think we will not be able to manage our 
society.  And so you are actually at the heart, in my view,  of very important developments in society as 
a whole. 
Also the 5th Action Programme underlines the question of subsidiarity.  I'm not hesitating to use the 
word subsidiarity, not in the way some like to use it,  in a kind of fight for competence, but more in the 
sense of a normal and rational way of sharing responsibility.  Actually sharing of responsibility is a much 
sounder word than subsidiarity.  Subsidiarity means either you or me,  shared responsibility means both 
you and me. 
At a Community level,  at a national level,  and at a regional level, things have to take place.  But, as the 
result of a curious political debate which took place over the last 2 years, because of some countries 
feeling that they were very uneasy working in the Community, it has become an either/or affair.  It is 
never,  it was never, and it cannot be,  and I think anybody who believes that, in an internal market of the 
size of the European Community you can all centralize responsibility in one place, or leave it totally to 
local regional authority, I think, I believe we should not listen to as a way forward. 
Thirdly, in the 5th Action Programme the word integration takes it's place- basically integrating 
environmental concerns into a lot of policy areas.  When I took over this place 7 years ago environment 
was still very much in the beginning.  It was seen as a very marginal affair compared to the big task of 
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creating the internal market, and it was always called the flanking policy.  Flanking means that the main 
theatre is here, and that you are somewhere on the sidelines - it's the decor it's not the main spiel. 
I think 7 years later with the adoption of the white book, which is now the common action plan of the 
Community and it's Member States, we are talking a totally different ball game.  We are talking in terms 
of how to actually manage in the internal market in such a way that we can actually take benefit of other 
values.  A person of the law once said 'no-one falls in love with an internal market', I think that is true. 
Well no-one falls in love with a lot of waste, but I think marrying of the waste and the internal market, 
marrying of how to integrate these various concerns is an extremely important point.  You are those 
who are responsible and involved in the overall process. 
So what this means at this present stage of societal development is that we are developing a new 
strategy, and that's the whole global Community strategy for waste management, and this resolution is 
the very basis of all our work,  and the work of the Commission.  This strategy, based on the resolution 
of 7 May 1990, is based on a hierarchy of options, and I think I can say without fear of contradiction, 
that this hierarchy is supported by all Member States.  But, of course, the situation on the ground is 
very different between Member States, there are different degrees of management capacity and 
different approaches have been adopted, but the basic approach of prevention and upgrading, energy 
recycling, material upgrading and elimination, and finally minimisation and optimisation, these are all 
extremely important points. 
This strategy could never be applied,  if within the Community we didn't create infrastructure, recycling 
infrastructure applicable at a Community level.  Very recently, for example, we have, just before 
Christmas ironically, created the common Community position on packaging.  It is now in fact before 
the European Parliament.  I think the Packaging Directive is very typical of the sort of thing we are 
talking about. 
Why was this political agreement so important?  I know, and you know, that there were some Member 
States which voted against it,  but nevertheless I would like to stress the capital significance which this 
overall agreement of the castle represents, because, contrary to what one might imagine, this Directive 
is in fact based on a high level of protection founded very explicitly on the principle of prevention. 
I believe, where there was chaos, it brings harmony, and at the same time as respecting certain local 
geographical specificities, it will  require significant investments in terms of materials recycling, and also 
in terms of waste upgrading in all Member States. 
I know that Greece, Portugal and Ireland have particular difficulties in this area but it is a challenge for 
those who, without the Community, would never be able to engage in this sort of activity. 
I think it obviously means involvement of those people who market packaging in terms of managing 
post consumption packaging waste.  Another important consideration is that it does put a limit upon the 
action of Member States.  It aims to cover 1  00% of waste, if theoretically possible, in so far as it is 
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possible to allow Member States to develop their own recycling strategy.  In other words you can't insist 
on an internal market and not take your own responsibility.  In other words you can't insist on 
subsidiarity and then export your problem. 
You see, either we manage together or we manage separately.  If you manage separately without the 
Community context you are not really going to make it.  So I think that is a very important philosophy. 
At this stage I don't know what is going to happen at the European Parliament but I think it is very clear 
that all of us together, you in the field as it were,  have every interest in rapid implementation in this 
particular Directive. 
So these major principles, which I have just spoken of,  do find their expression in Community 
legislation.  For example, we have the framework agreement of 1991  which sets out the idea of 
proximity and self sufficiency, and also sets out the need for a network of plants.  In the 1992 Directive 
on dangerous waste this is also reflected, and there is also the other 1992 Directive on the movement 
of waste, which regulation seeks to implement the Basle Convention, which goes well beyond mere 
Basle.  All of this serves to demonstrate that waste management plans are the basic tools for 
management and control of waste.  Without management plans the Community framework will really 
never come up with practical results. 
So could I perhaps dwell for a moment on the question of subsidiarity.  I indicated earlier that this is the 
basis upon which the Treaty works but also the 5th Action Programme.  Member States are required to 
take their own appropriate initiatives within the context of subsidiarity.  The management plan in this 
regard, while respecting certain common rules, does offer a considerable margin for manoeuvre and I 
think this is something which we will be discussing. 
So the question for example is 'what do you do in Member States where there is inadequate 
management planning?'  Well perhaps it would be interesting to learn from those who have been 
managing for a while.  I think one of the great richnesses of the Community, of the European Union, is 
that we have the privilege of being able to work together and to help each other and listen to each 
other.  Without this reference framework everyone has got to go it alone. 
Perhaps I should say something more about self-sufficiency.  The Framework Directive sets out the 
principal of self-sufficiency within the Community as regards eliminating waste, inviting all Member 
States to seek to achieve this particular objective.  Now to achieve self-sufficiency: 
you need to implement the option hierarchy; 
ii  you need to have a high level of environmental protection. 
You will see that with the Treaty of Maastricht, with the new powers of the European Parliament, with a 
very clear indication of the new Treaty.  In fact this new Treaty, which has been subject to much abuse, 
is absolutely primordial in the environmental field.  You will see that this objective of high level protection 
is something which will be far more carefully targeted and reinforced.  But I,  as it were,  play the ball 
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back to you, as it is your baby now to achieve self-sufficiency and you need to have an adequate 
network of installations. 
And so, dear friends, what this demonstrates is the need for inter-regional co-operation.  The 
Commission has, for a number of years been pursuing an initiative in the area of Saarland, Lorraine, 
Luxembourg, a sort of pilot project.  The basic idea was to encourage transfrontier co-operation.  I am 
not terribly happy that it is no more than a pilot scheme as yet. 
It seems that national frontiers remain powerful political frontiers, but I would be very grateful to hear 
from you as to what you think might usefully be done in this transfrontier region where it is not possible 
really to develop purely national capacity. 
You know the sort of discussion which we had apropos of Luxembourg.  Luxembourg consistently 
argued 'we can't develop the sort of capacity which might be desirable in other Member States', and 
this is true for Saarland, it is true for Belgium and Luxembourg.  The real question is 'what then is the 
impediment to this sort of regional transfrontier co-operation'. 
My own hope was that it would be possible to expand upon this pilot scheme and look at the area 
between Aachen, Liege, Maastricht, or the area north of that, but it has all proved really rather difficult. 
I do hope that,  in the context of this discussion, it might be possible to investigate the degree to which 
it might be possible to really get this transnational idea off the ground.  I know there have been 
discussions between Germany and France.  This tends to be a little bit exposed, I think what we have 
to emphasise is the need for a preventative emphasis. 
Finally, the waste management plans.  From the very perspectives of which I have spoken, they are the 
actual corner stone of our environment policy.  If you are not able to manage better and increase co-
operation in management plans I am sure we will add another negative image of the Community of the 
twelve.  And frankly speaking I am sick and tired of always hearing that Europe has failed because very 
often Europe fails because Member States fail.  Europe fails because co-operation at home fails. 
I think now we have a golden chance of having a common framework.  It is up to you, it is up to this 
seminar, it is up to collective society of managers in the field of waste, to see that things can work,  and 
that Europe has a positive chance and is not having the negative orientation which so often takes place. 
I realise all these things I have been saying are nice and beautiful words.  It is very difficult when you 
have no money, or when there is a reduction of finances, or where there is no basic infrastructure on 
the ground.  I believe very much that,  if you can share your experience together, if you can actually 
work together on the basis of some of the elements which we have just been discussing, this seminar, 
and others to follow, will not have been wasted. I believe it will have an enriching experience and, 
ultimately, it will lead also to better Community legislation on the ground. 
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Mesures de planification concernant Ia gestion des  dechets 
dans les  Etats  membres de Ia Communaute Europeenne 
Rita  Raum-Degreve, 
EurEco,  Etudes  lnterdisciplinaires en  Environnement 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mesdames, Messieurs, bonjour. Avant d'entamer mon expose, je voudrais d'abord remercier Ia 
Commission et les organisateurs de m'avoir invitee a  ce forum consacre aux plans de gestion des 
dechets. 
L'expose que j'ai l'honneur de vous presenter, portera sur les mesures de planification concernant Ia 
gestion des dechets dans les Etats membres, telles qu'elles ont ete definies en application des 
directives communautaires et des differentes legislations nationales. 
Mon expose s'inspire directement des resultats d'une etude intitulee "Mise en place d'un reseau 
communautaire d'installations de traitement de dechets•. L'objectif de cette etude etait de fournir a  Ia 
Commission une vue synthetique de Ia situation existante en matiere de plans, d'installations 
d'elimination de dechets, de besoins pour Ia creation du reseau et des outils necessaires pour favoriser 
Ia cooperation entre les Etats membres. Cette etude a ete realisee en 1991  et 1992 par un Groupement 
European d'lnteret Economique reunissant 3 consultants: Ia societe Excoser etablie a  Bruxelles, Ia 
societe Ecafir etablie a  Barcelona et EurEco, bureau d'etudes interdisciplinaires en environnement qui 
est etabli a  Luxembourg et dont j'ai le plaisir d'etre le Directeur. Dans le cadre de cette etude, EurEco a 
pris en charge les monographies consacrees a  I'AIIemagne, le Danemark et le Luxembourg. 
2  REMARQUE  PRELIMINAIRE 
Avant d'entrer dans le vif du sujet, j'aimerais attirer votre attention sur un point qui me semble 
particulierement important pour comprendre Ia situation actuelle concernant les plans de  gestion des 
dechets. 
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Comme cela a deja ete rappele par les autres precedents. !'obligation d'etablir des plans de gestion 
des dechets decoule de !'adoption de Ia directive 75/442/CEE
1
, qui a instaure au niveau 
communautaire une reglementation relative a I' elimination des dechets. Parmi  les considerations a  Ia 
base de cette directive. figuraient !'harmonisation des legislations et I' application d'une reglementation 
efficace et coherente de !'elimination des dechets qui n'entrave pas les echanges intracommunautaire 
et qui n'affecte pas les conditions de concurrence. 
La directive 75/442/CEE a ete modifiee en 1991  par Ia Directive 91/156/CEE
2 qui marqua un tournant 
dans Ia politique communautaire pour Ia gestion des dechets. Cette nouvelle directive precise 
davantage les priorites a  accorder aux objectifs de prevention et de valorisation des dechets (article 3). 
Elle prevoit,  dans son article 4,  que I' elimination et Ia valorisation des dechets doivent se faire sans 
danger pour l'homme et sans prejudice pour son environnement. Elle a introduit, dans son article 5,  les 
principes dit de proximite et d'autosuffisance selon lesquels les Etats membres devront se doter d'un 
reseau integra et adequat d'installations d'elimination des dechets. 
La directive 75/442/CEE a introduit I' obligation d'etablir des plans de gestion des dEkhets sans vraiment 
expliciter leur vocation. La directive 91/156/CEE a apporte sur ce point quelques precisions importantes 
elle fixe.  contrairement a  Ia directive 75/442/CEE. le but des plans de gestion des dechets qui est 
de realiser les objectifs prevus aux articles 3,  4 et 5 qui je viens de vous enumerer; 
elle prevoit que les Etats membres collaborent entre eux et avec Ia Commission pour !'elaboration 
des plans de gestion des dechets; 
elle indique que les Etats membres peuvent empecher les mouvements des dechets qui ne sont 
pas conforme aces plans. 
La directive 75/442/CEE devait etre transposee par les Etats  membres au plus tard le 25 juillet 1977. 
Pratiquement tous les Etats membres ont satisfait a  cette obligation,  meme ceux qui ont adhere par Ia 
suite a  Ia Communaute Europeenne. Pour Ia transposition de Ia directive 91/156/CEE, Ia limite etait fixee 
au 1 avril  1993. 
Je voudrais insister sur le fait que Ia situation etait un peu confuse lorsque I' etude que je viens de 
mentionner. s'est terminee fin 1992. En effet,  certains Etats membres venaient d'adapter leur legislation, 
landis que d'autres encore etaient en train dele faire.  Cette situation. en plus de Ia marge de 
manoeuvre laissee aux Etats membres par les directives. explique Ia tres grande diversite que l'on 
1 
Directive du Conseil du 15 juillet 1975 relative aux dechets, J.O. n· L 194 du 25 juillet 1975, 
p.47 
2  Directive du Conseil du 18 mars 1991  modifiant Ia directive 75/442/CEE relative aux 
dechets, J. 0. n· L 78 du 26 mars 1991, p.32 
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Permettez-moi egalement d'insister sur le fait que le sujet qui m'est imparti est tres vaste et que mon 
expose ne peut suffire pour presenter en detail toutes les mesures adoptees. J'ai done privilegie 
I' aspect synthetique en rapport avec les themes de ce colloque, meme si, j'en suis bien consciente, ce 
choix peut paraitre un peu trap schematique aux yeux des responsables nationaux pour Ia planification 
ici presents. 
En outre,  I' etude de reference s'est achevee en 1992. Des developpements etaient en cours a  ce 
moment dans presque tous les Etats membres et certaines informations doivent sans doute etre 
actualisees bien que le resultat de travaux posterieurs effectues par EurEco ait ete integre dans cette 
presentation. 
3  DISPOSITIONS  EN  VIGUEUR  DANS  LES  ETATS  MEMBRES 
Venons-en a  present aux dispositions prises par les Etats membres pour etablir des plans de gestion 
des dechets. 
Plutot que de passer en revue chaque Etat membre successivement, j'ai choisi de selectionner les 
elements qui me paraissent le plus significatifs au vu des themes de ce seminaire et de comparer Ia 
fac;on dont les Etats membres les ant abordes. 
3 
Afin d'en avoir une vue d'ensemble, je les ai regroupes en 5 tableaux, dont le premier expose Ia 
legislation qui traduit I' obligation de planification des dechets. Le second presente Ia repartition des 
competences legislative et de planification  entre les niveaux national, regional et local. Le troisieme fait 
le point sur Ia mise en application des mesures de planification et decrit le type,  Ia validite et le statut 
des plans. Le quatrieme concerne Ia procedure selon laquelle les plans sont elabores c-a-d Ia 
concertation a laquelle ils donnent lieu, les enquetes publiques ainsi que Ia coordination inter-plan. Le 
cinquieme analyse le contenu des plans et plus particulierement les donnees reprises en ce qui 
concerne d'une part les typeset les quantites de dechets a  eliminer et d'autre part,  les sites appropries 
pour I' elimination: deux points qui ressortent de I' application des Directives. 
Des le premier abord,  il  apparait que les initiatives qui ont ete prises par les Etats membres en matiere 
de planification, sont d'une extreme richesse. Cela tient non seulement aux mecanismes 
communautaires, comme nous venons de l'evoquer, mais aussi au fait que les plans de gestion sont 
fortement impregnes des specificites institutionnelles, industrielles, geographiques et techniques de 
l'entite a  laquelle ils s'appliquent. 
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3.1  Legislation relative a  !'obligation d'etablir des plans de gestion des dechets 
Le tableau 1 reprend les instruments legislatifs par lesquels les Etats membres ont transpose les 
dispositions de planification des Directives 75/442/CEE et 91/156/CEE. 
Lecture du tableau 
II  ne m'appartient pas de juger du degre de conformite des Etats membres avec Ia legislation 
communautaire. Je me limiterai a  constater que !'obligation de planification a ete transpose par taus les 
Etats membres a  I' exception du Grand·Duche de Luxembourg qui est en train de le faire.  II  est a  noter 
que certains Etats membres (Danemark, France, Pays-Bas) ant remodele leur legislation en fonction de 
I' experience acquise tandis que d'autres l'ont maintenue inchangee. 
II  est egalement interessant d'observer que !'obligation d'etablir des plans de gestion des dechets a ete 
incorporee par certains Etats membres dans une legislation a  caractere plus general telle que Ia 
planification de l'environnement (Pays-Bas, Flandre) ou encore Ia protection generate de 
l'environnement (Danemark, Grece, Pays-Bas, Royaume-Uni). 
Comme le montre le tableau,  les instances regionales en Allemagne, en Belgique et en Espagne 
disposent d'une certaine autonomie pour legiferer en matiere de planification des dechets en vertu de 
I' organisation institutionnelle de ces pays. 
3.2  Repartition des competences en matiere de planification 
La directive 75/442/CEE precise que les Etats membres etablissent ou designent Ia ou les autorites 
competentes chargees, dans une zone determinee, de planifier, d'organiser, d'autoriser et de 
superviser les operations d'  elimination des dechets. 
Cette obligation a ete quelque peu modifie par Ia directive 91/156/CEE qui prevoit que les Etats 
membres etablissent ou designent Ia ou les autorites competentes chargees de Ia mise en oeuvre de Ia 
presente directive. 
Le tableau 2 presente pour chaque Etat membre,  Ia repartition des competences entre les niveaux 
national, regional et local en ce qui concerne: 
d'une part le niveau qui est charge d'elaborer les plans de gestion des dechets; 
d'autre part le niveau qui dispose du pouvoir legislatif dans le cadre de Ia planification des 
dechets. 
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En Allemagne, les autorites  fl~derales fixent le cadre legislatif en vertu duquel les Lander sont 
charges de prendre les mesures d'application necessaires. La responsabilite d'elaborer les plans 
de gestion incombe egalement aux Lander. 
En Belgique, Ia procedure de planification est arretee au niveau regional. Les instances 
regionales sont egalement responsables de !'elaboration des plans de gestion. 
Au Danemark, Ia procedure de planification est arretee au niveau national. Les communes sont 
responsables de I' elaboration des plans de gestion dont Ia premiere generation etalt coordonnes 
par les Amt, des entites administratives au niveau regional. Depuis lors (debut 1992) les 
communes sont responsables de I' ensemble de Ia procedure de planification 
En Espagne, les autorites nationales fixent le cadre legislatif et adoptent un plan cadre pour Ia 
gestion des dechets. Les Communautes autonomes sent chargees de prendre les mesures 
d'application necessaires et d'elaborer des plans de gestion regionaux. 
En France, Ia procedure de planification est arretee au niveau national. Les autorites competentes 
pour !'elaboration des gestion varient en fonction de Ia nature des dechets. C'est ainsi que les 
plans de gestion des dechets managers sent elabores par les autorites departementales, ceux 
qui concernant les dechets industrials par les autorites regionales et dans le cas de certains 
dechets specifiques par les  autorites nationates. 
En Grece,  Ia procedure de ptanification est arretee au niveau national. Les autorites nationales 
adoptent un plan cadre pour Ia gestion des dechets seton lequel les autorites regionales 
elaborent leurs plans de gestion. 
En lrlande,  Ia procedure de planification est arretee au niveau national. Les instances locales ant 
Ia charge d'elaborer les plans de gestion. 
En ltalie, Ia procedure de planification est arretee d'apres une legislation nationale. Les instances 
regionales ont Ia charge d'elaborer les plans de gestion. 
Au Luxembourg, le projet de lei actuel prevail que Ia procedure de planification soit arretee au 
niveau national. Les plans de gestion seraient elabores par  I' Administration de I'Environnement. 
Aux Pays-Bas, Ia procedure de ptanification est arretee au niveau national. Les autorites 
nationales adoptent un plan cadre pour I' ensemble de leur politique environnementale d'apres 
lequelles instances regionales elaborent leurs propres plans qui integrent entre autres les plans 
de gestion des dechets. 
Au Portugal, Ia procedure de planification est arretee au niveau national. Les autorites nationales 
sont chargees de I' elaboration des plans de gestion sur base des bilans que les communes sent 
tenues d'etablir. 
Au Royaume Uni,  Ia procedure de planification est arnetee au niveau national. Les instances 
locales (Comtes,  Districts) ont Ia charge d'elaborer les plans de gestion. 
Comme le fait apparaltre ce tableau,  il regne parmi les Etats membres une tendance assez generate a 
definir au niveau national Ia planification tandis que les instances regionales, voire locales, sont 
davantage chargees de Ia planification. 
Dans quelques Etats membres, les competences pour I' elaboration des plans de gestion sont partages 
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entre differents niveaux de pouvoir. En Espagne, en Grace et aux Pays-Bas, il existe un ou plusieurs 
plans nationaux qui fixent le cadre a respecter par le niveau regional pour elaborer leurs propres plans 
de gestion. 
En France, le niveau de competence varie en fonction de Ia nature des dechets. Cela se justifie par le 
fait que le volume des dechets a traiter doit atteindre un certain seuil pour que leur traitement puisse 
etre organise de fac;on efficace. 
3.3  Mise en application des mesures de planification 
Les directives 75/442/CEE et 91/156/CEE n'ont pas fixe de delais explicites pour Ia mise en application 
des plans: elles mentionnent que les autorites competentes sont tenues de les etablir 'des que 
possible'. Elles ne contiennent aucune prescription relative au type d'intervention, a Ia validite et au 
statut juridique des plans. 
Le tableau 3 fait le point sur Ia mise en application des mesures de planification des dechets d'apres 





Ia mise en application effective des plans de gestion 
le type de plan mis en oeuvre, c-a-d qu'il existe des plans de type global,  applicables a 
I' ensemble des dechets quelque soit leur classification et qu'il existe des plans sectoriels qui ne 
s'appliquent qu'a des categories determinees des dechets; 
Ia periode de validite durant laquelle les plans devront etre appliques; 
le statut des plans. Dans ce tableau on distingue 3 statuts differents: 
1·  les plans peuvent etre officiellement approuves par un acte legis  Iatif. Des lors ils ont 
alors un statut legal et peuvent theoriquement etre opposes a  des tiers. 
2•  les plans peuvent etre un document officiel en vertu duquel les autorites prennent 
envers Ia societe un engagement en matiere de gestion des dechets. lis constituent 
alors des declarations d'intention. 
3.  les plans peuvent egalement etre consideres comme des references administratives 
sans elements contraignants. 
En Allemagne,  les Lander doivent etablir deux plans de gestion:  l'un pour les dechets managers 
et assimiles et I' autre pour les dechets industrials. Ces plans constituent des declarations 
d'intention, dans certains cas ils ont un statut legal.  II convient d'etablir une distinction: dans les 
anciens Lander (Ouest), tousles plans de gestion sont en vigueur a  I' exception de 4 Lander qui 
doivent encore etablir leurs plans de gestion des dechets industrials. Dans les nouveaux Lander, 
les plans ne sont encore que provisoires. La duree et le statut des plans des plans variant en 
fonction des Lander. 
En Belgique, toutes les regions ont adopte un plan de gestion global. Ces plans font !'objet d'un 
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arrete regional et sent valables pour une duree de 5 ans 
Au Danemark, les plans de gestion sent en vigueur dans Ia majorite des 275 communes. lis sent 
con~us  pour une periode de 12 ans mais une revision est prevue taus les 4 ans. Les plans sent 
des documents administratifs, mais les communes peuvent donner force de reglement a  certains 
objectifs des plans par reglement communal, par exemple ence qui concerne les filieres 
d'elimination a  utiliser pour certains categories de dechets. 
En Espagne les plans nationaux pour les dechets managers et pour les dechets industrials sent 
en vigueur.  11  des 16 communautes autonomes ant etabli des plans de gestion pour les dechets 
managers, 2 l'ont fait pour les dechets industrials. Les plans nationaux sont approuves par 
resolution et publies au Journal Official. Les plans des Communautes Autonomes sent approuves 
par resolution et publies dans les Journaux officials de chaque communaute. 
En France, on assiste a une situation de transition. Plusieurs departements ont deja elabore leurs 
plans de gestion pour les dechets managers. En ce qui concerne les dechets industrials, les 
regions etaient en 1992 en train d'elaborer leurs plans. Les plans servent de base de decision 
pour statuer sur les demandes d'autorisation ou d'agrement. La duree des plans est fixee a un 
maximum de 10 ans. 
En Grece, le plan de gestion doit etre formellement approuve par le Gouvernement avant son 
entree d'application et !'elaboration des plans prefectoraux. 
En lrlande, les 25 comtes ont etablis leurs plans de gestion pour Ia gestion des dechets valables 
pour une duree de 1  0 a  20 ans. 
En ltalie, les 21  regions ont elabore des plans de gestion des dechets mais taus n'ont pas ete 
encore approuves par le conseil regional. 
Au Luxembourg, un plan d'amenagement partiel concernant Ia gestion des dechets a ete 
presente. II ne s'agit pas vraiment d'un plan au sens propre, mais plutot d'une declaration 
politique de portee generale. 
Aux Pays-Bas, les plans regionaux en vigueur ressortent encore de I' ancien regime instaure par Ia 
loi sur les dechets du 23 juin 1977. Les regions (les provinces) sent actuellement en train 
d'elaborer des plans de politique regionale de l'environnement, qui portent sur 8 ans et doivent 
etre revises tous les 4 ans. Les plans sent a  considerer comme des declarations d'intention. Suite 
aux experiences acquises dans I' ancien regime,  le caractere contraignant des plans quant a  Ia 
decision sur une demande d'autorisation a ete diminue. Maintenant une telle decision doit 
seulement tenir compte du plan, alors que I' ancien regime prevoyait qu'une autorisation devait 
etre refusee si elle ne correspondait par avec le plan. 
Au Portugal, un plan national a ete elabore mais non encore publie. 
Au Royaume Uni, des plans ont ete etablis dans Ia presque totalite des regions, ils sent valables 
pour une duree de 1  o a  15 ans. Les plans de premiere generation sent encore en vigueur. 
Tousles Etats membres ont elabore des plans de gestion des dechets meme si pour Ia Grece,  le 
Luxembourg et le Portugal, les plans sent encore au slade de projet. 
Une majorite des plans ont ete  con~us  sous une forme globale. En Allemagne et en Espagne toutefois, 
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deux types de plans  doivent etre elabores: un pour les dechets managers et un pour les dechets 
industrials. En France, a  ces deux types de plans, peuvent egalement s'ajouter des plans specifiques a 
certains dechets determines. 
La periode de validite et le statut des plans sont deux elements essentials pour apprecier Ia flexibilite 
des plans, ce qui reste un terme relatif car le choix des sites et  les investissements pour les 
installations de traitement doivent etre programmes a long terme.  II est bien entendu qu'au plus Ia 
periode de validite d'un plan est longue, au plus sa flexibilite est limitee.  De meme,  si le plan a un statut 
legal,  il est presque incontournable, il ne peut etre modifie que par un acte legislatif. 
Certains Etats membres (Danemark, Pays-Bas) ont prevu des periodes de validites assez longue pour 
leurs plans de gestion des dechets (respectivement 12 et 8 ans)  tout en programmant des revisions 
taus les 4 ans. Cela permet d'integrer le long terme et laisse Ia possibilite de les adapter a d'eventuels 
changements de circonstances telles que des modifications aux niveau de I' implantation des sites de 
traitement ou de I' octroi d' autorisation d' exploitation qui ont des repercussions sur Ia gestion des 
dechets. 
3.4  Procedures d'elaboration des plans 
La directive 75/442/CEE ne contenait aucune disposition quant a Ia procedure d'elaboration des plans. 
La directive 91/156/CEE prevoit uniquement que les Etats membres collaborent,  le cas echeant, avec 
les autres Etats membres et Ia Commission, a  l'etablissement des plans. 
Dans Ia mesure ou Ia gestion des dechets, a  partir du moment ou ils sont produits jusqu'a ce qu'ils 
soient elimines, concerne I' ensemble de Ia societe, il est indispensable que les plans fassent I' objet 
d'un large consensus. En pratique, les plans de gestion des dechets se heurtent bien souvent a  des 
oppositions,  notamment en ce qui concerne le choix des technologies et des sites d'elimination,. La 
possibilite offerle aux differents acteurs concernes d'exprimer leurs preoccupations represente une 
etape importante pour recueillir !'adhesion au plan de gestion de !'ensemble des intervenants. 
Le tableau 4 detaille Ia procedure d'elaboration des plans en vigueur dans les Etats membres selon 3 
criteres: l'etendue de Ia participation a  I' elaboration des plans et les organismes consultes, les enquetes 
publiques sur Ia planification et Ia coordination des plans entre les entites voisines. 
En Allemagne, Ia procedure d'elaboration des plan de gestion dure en moyenne de 3 a 5 ans. 
Pendant cette periode,  des plans provisoires sont mis en place.  Les installations de traitement 
font I' objet d'une planification minutieuse, qui implique Ia participation de nombreux intervenants 
(administrations, industries, eliminateurs). Les plans peuvent faire l'objet d'une enquete publique. 
Les Lander sont tenus de coordonner leurs plans de gestion, ce qui est particulierement 
important pour les trois Lander -villes car ils dependent des Lander voisins en ce qui concerne 
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En Belgique, chaque region a designs un organisme responsable de centraliser Ia procedure de 
planification a laquelle participant de nombreux groupes d'interet qui varient en fonction des 
regions: eliminateurs de dechets, industries, communes, ONG. Une enquete publique sur les 
plans est obligatoire dans les 3 regions. Des accords de cooperation ont ete etablis entre les 3 
regions. 
Au Danemark,  Ia procedure de planification concerne principalement les responsables 
communaux. La presque totalite de !'infrastructure d'elimination appartient aux communes. Les 
plans peuvent etre soumis a enquete publique. Pour les dechets dangereux, Ia planification se 
limite a Ia collecte car leur elimination est centralisee en un seul site. 
En Espagne, les plans nationaux sont elabores par un groupe technique de travail qui regroupe 
des representants de I' Administration Centrale; des administrations regionales et  locales ainsi 
que des entreprises privees. Les plans regionaux font l'objet d'une large participation. La 
coordination est assuree via les plans cadres. Une enquete publique n'est pas prevue. 
En France, Ia nouvelle legislation prevoit qu'une commission de travail soit chargee de 
I' elaboration et du suivi du plan.  Elle comprend des representants de l'etats et des 
administrations concernees ainsi que des ONG.  Pour Jes dechets industrials, Jes producteurs et 
Jes eliminateurs de dechets en font egalement partie.  Pour les plans de gestion des dechets 
managers, une concertation avec Jes autorites competentes des zones voisines est prevue 
qu'elles soient fran9aise ou etrangere. Une enquete publique sur les plans est obligatoire. Le 
representant de I'Etat assure Ia coordination entre les plans. 
9 
En Grace, les Ministeres de l'lnterieur, de J'Economie Nationale, de Ia Sante et de I' Agriculture se 
concertent pour etablir le plan national. Le Kedke,  organisme autonome regroupant les localites 
est consults a propos du plan. 
En lrlande, les avis techniques de !'Organisation de Developpement Rural qui inclut notamment 
les representants des autorites locales sont pris en consideration lors de I' elaboration des plans. 
Les plans sont en general batis sur le meme modele. 
En ltalie,  une concertation avec les communes est obligatoire. 
Au Luxembourg,  Je  projet de loi prevoit une large consultation avec les autres administrations, les 
communes et les milieux professionnels concernes. 
Aux Pays-Bas, Ia  coordination au niveau national est assuree par le plan cadre. Pour les plans 
regionaux les regions voisines et l'lnspecteur Regional de Ia Sante et de I'Environnement sont 
consultes tandis qu'un avis peut etre demands aux eliminateurs de dechets eta d'autres 
organismes interesses. La nouvelle legislation a supprime J'enquete publique Par rapport a 
l'ancienne legislation, Jes plans 'dechets' sont integres dans Ia gestion d'ensemble de 
l'environnement et Ia procedure a ete assouplie. 
Au Portugal, un groupe de travail qui regroupent Jes administrations concernees est charge de 
!'elaboration du plan national 
Au Royaume Uni, les autorites competentes sont tenues de modifier les plans· en fonction des 
resultats d'une enquete publique. 
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Tousles Etats membres prevoient, au cours de I' elaboration des plans, une participation active ou une 
consultation des intervenants dans le cycle des dechets: producteurs, eliminateurs, administrations 
impliques. 
Dans certains Etats membres, les citoyens peuvent participer a Ia procedure de planification par le biais 
d'ONG ou meme etre consultes par Ia voie d'une enquete publique. 
Dans quelques Etats membres, une certaine cooperation inter  -plan est deja en place. En Allemagne, en 
Belgique, au Danemark et en France, Ia procedure de planification prevoit que les plans doivent etre 
coordonnes entre eux.  En Espagne et aux Pays-Bas, les plans cadres nationaux assurent une 
homogeneite des. plans regionaux. 
3.5  Contenu des plans 
La directive 75/442/CEE prevoyait que les plans devaient notamment porter sur: 
les types et les quantites de dechets a eliminer
3
; 
les prescriptions techniques generales, 
les sites appropries pour l'elimination
4
, 
toutes les dispositions speciales concernant des dechets particuliers, 
et peuvent inclure, par exemple : 
les personnes physiques ou morales habilitees a proceder a !'elimination des dechets, 
I' estimation des coOts des operations d'elimination
5
, 
les mesures susceptibles d'encourager Ia rationalisation de Ia collecte, du tri et du traitement des 
dechets. 
La directive 91 /156/CEE a introduit quelques modifications quant au contenu des plans. Elle prevoit que 
les plans ne doivent pas seulement porter sur les types et les quantites de dechets a eliminer  1  mais 
egalement sur l'origine de ces dechets ainsi que sur Jes dechets a vatoriser.  Elle precise egalement que 
les plans doivent obligatoirement porter sur les sites et les installations appropriees pour I' elimination. 





La directive 91/156 s'etend egalement a  l'origine des dechets ainsi qu'aux dechets a 
La directive 91/156 s'etend egalement aux installations 
La directive 91/156 s'etend egalement aux coats des operations de valorisation 
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concerne Ia base selon laquelle ces chiffres ont ete etablis et !'utilisation qui en est faite. 
11 
Afin de donner un apergu du contenu des plans, j'ai retenu deux elements qui me semblent 
fondamentaux a  savoir les donnees sur  les types et les quantites de dechets a  eliminer d'une part ainsi 
que les donnees relatives aux sites et aux installations d'elimination d'autre part. Ces dernieres sont Ia 
consequences implicites des prescriptions techniques contenues dans les plans. Le tableau 5 reprend 
ces elements pour taus les Etats membres. 
En Allemagne,  Ia production et I' elimination des dechets font I' objet d'un recensement statistique 
regulier. La classification des dechets est harmonisee au niveau national et contient des 
prescriptions obligatoires sur le traitement approprie.  Les capacites de traitement sont clairement 
inventoriees et planifiees a  long terme. 
En Belgique, le contenu des plans varie en fonction des Regions. En region flamande, Ia 
production de dechets fait I' objet d'un recensement statistique. Les capacites d'elimination sont 
inventoriees et planifiees a  long terme.  En regions wallonne et bruxelloise, les plans sont bases 
sur des estimations de production de dechets, les capacites sont inventoriees de maniere plus 
ou moins precise. 
Au Danemark, Ia production de dechets fait  I' objet d'un recensement statistique. La classification 
des dechets est harmonisee au niveau national et le traitement des dechets industriels/dangereux 
est centralise. Les capacites de traitement sont clairement inventoriees et planifiees a  long terme. 
En Espagne, les quantites de dechets sont estimees et les capacites de traitement sont 
inventoriees. 
En France, on assiste a  une situation de transition suite au changement de legislation. La 
nouvelle legislation prevoit que les plans de gestion des dechets dressent l'inventaire des types, 
quantites et des origines des dechets et identifient les besoins en capacite de traitement. 
En Grece, aucune information n'etait disponible en 1992 car le plan national n'etait pas encore 
approuve. 
En lrlande, Ia production de dechets fait I' objet d'un recensement statistique et les capacites de 
traitement sent inventoriees. 
En ltalie,  les plans doivent presenter des donnees sur Ia production de dechets et les capacites 
de traitement.  Le Ministere de I'Environnement signale toutefois une grande heterogeneite au 
niveau des plans. 
Au Luxembourg, le plan partial presente des estimations sur Ia production de dechets et sur les 
capacites de traitement basees sur des releves de sources diverses. 
Aux Pays-Bas, les plans comportent en regie generale des  indications chiffrees sur Ia production 
de dechets et les capacites de traitement sur base des releves de sources diverses. 
Au Portugal, aucune information n'etait disponible en 1992 carle plan national n'etait pas encore 
pub  lie. 
Au Royaume Uni, les plans doivent presenter des estimations chiffrees sur Ia production de 
dechets et les capacites de traitement. 
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Les variations au niveau du contenu des plans refletent en partie le role que jouent les plans dans Ia 
gestion des dechets. D'une part, les plans peuvent n'avoir qu'un role passif. Dans ce cas, ils ne sont 
qu'une sorte de comptabilite plus ou moins precise de Ia gestion des dechets. Leur objectif est de 
repondre a  une obligation. 
D'autre part,  les plans peuvent avoir une role actif.  Dans ce cas, ils constituent un support dynamique 
pour Ia gestion des dechets. Le recensement des dechets fournit alors un veritable instrument de 
gestion qui permet d'identifier les besoins en capacites de traitement, d'anticiper Ia production de 
dechets et d'assurer le suivi de I' application de mesures que les autorites ont prises pour gerer les 
dechets. L'objectif de ces plans est davantage oriente vers une politique de gestion des dechets qui 
prenne en compte les priorites de prevention et de valorisation et qui soit sans danger pour l'homme et 
son environnement. 
Les prescriptions techniques en rapport avec le traitement des dechets traduisent egalement les 
priorites selon lesquelles les plans ont ete con9us. Certains Etats membres envisagent principalement Ia 
mise en decharge pour des raisons economiques tandis que d'autres envisagent de mettre un terme a 
cette pratique. Cette derniere option implique que les autorites doivent prendre des mesures pour 
favoriser Ia prevention et imposer de nouveaux mode de traitement des dechets. Dans ce cas, les 
mesures prises sont traduites au niveau des plans de gestion: les objectifs de prevention, Ia 
planification chiffree dans le temps des installations de traitement,  I' organisation de filieres pour Ia 
valorisation des dechets. 
4  CONCLUSION 
Pour conclure cette presentation, il n'entre pas dans mes intentions d'etablir un lien entre les mesures 
de planification qui ont ete prises et Ia qualite de Ia gestion des dechets dans Ia Communaute, ni 
meme d'emettre quelque recommandation que ce soit. C'est davantage l'objet des exposes et des 
debats qui suivent. 
J'espere que l'assemblee a trouve dans cet expose une base d'information utile sur les nombreuses 
initiatives qui ont ete prises en matiere de planification a  travers Ia Communaute. 
Pour terminer, j'aimerais simplement faire remarquer que les plans de gestion sont extremement 
revelateurs de Ia politique de gestion des dechets. T  cutes les mesures prises doivent se repercuter sur 
Ia planification et il n'est done pas possible de dissocier Ia planification de ce contexte. En plus,  les 
specificites geographiques, institutionnelles, economiques, et d'equipement ont une influence directe 
sur Ia planification dans l'entite ou elle est mise en oeuvre. 
Voila je vous rend Ia parole.  Je me rejouis de prendre part a  Ia suite de ce forum et d'en apprendre 
davantage sur les plans de gestion des dechets. 
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 Address  by Mr Eusebio Murillo 
Head  of Unit DGXI-A-4 
European  Commission 
(transcribed from the official recording of the English interpretation of the Seminar). 
As we are allowed to choose I will choose to speak Spanish. 
1 
The presentation from my Director General Mr Brinkhorst concluded by saying that Waste Management 
Plans should form the key instrument for properly managing waste, and the proper movement of waste, 
in a coordinated way between all the various parties of the Member States. 
If so the waste management plans should not just be pieces of paper, but should be instruments by 
which the various levels of decision taking, either political, legislative or technical levels, can say where 
technical decisions are taken, and also specify the planning level.  All of this should be practical and 
should be suitable for practical application. 
This last point refers to the economic considerations which need to be considered when drawing up 
management plans.  This is something which is illustrated by the information which our consultants have 
compiled, and what Madam Degreve was showing with her various tables, which is that there is nothing 
about the budgetary costs which would have to be borne by the various authorities implementing such 
plans. 
So,  at the moment, there is some immaturity here, in so far as we are talking about implementation, 
with the possible exception of some countries.  Sooner or later pious hopes will need to be integrated 
into practical proposals.  This will mean having a proper budget, and if waste management policy has 
been unsuccessful so far,  either at Community or Member State level,  it is because there has not been 
commitment, political commitment, when it was a question of providing such instruments with adequate 
funding. 
These were considered as self contained policies, but nobody felt particularly responsible.  So it was a 
question of passing the hot potato on to the neighbour.  That is why we have this dilemma, and that is 
why although there may be a commitment, we don't have the funds.  Clearly investments to implement 
a proper waste management policy will involve considerable costs and that will mean that cooperation 
is necessary between the various responsible bodies. 
And in this case it is not only the Community that is involved.  There has to be a commitment by the 
authority and by the public.  This commitment has to be made in order to fulfil these plans, in order to 
make the necessary investment. 
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I would just end by saying that there has to be complete transparency as to the different activities 
carried out.  The planning has to be done properly and it has to be implemented.  That is the only way 
in which we may be able to avoid the different syndromes, the different problems that we are currently 
suffering from, as far as waste management goes. 
Because, as yet, we haven't managed to convince the public, and often we have not managed to 
convince the authorities either.  We have not managed to convince our own political authorities of how 
important this subject is, and also how inevitable it is to set up this policy. 
I think I have mentioned the most important points and I hope that this will lead you to ask questions 
and make your own comments.  Thank you very much. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In  the  article 5.1.  of Council Directive - 91/156/ EEC,  it  is stated  that members states shall take appropriate 
measures to establish an integrated and adequate network of disposal installations. 
In the directive it is also stated that the member states should move towards self-sufficiencyin waste disposal, and 
that the established network must enable waste to be disposed of in one of the nearest appropriate installations. 
By this directive a waste management planning procedure is introduced in the EEC.  Establishing of a network of 
disposal facilities impose a lot of new questions, 
-decisions on adequate size of regions/catchment-areas, 
- decisions on ownership of the facilities, 
- establishing of necessary legislation 
- inspection and enforcement 
- choice of types of treatment etc. 
In the following these questions will be discussed. They will be discussed based on experiences from the Danish 
waste management planning, which today has more than 20 years in existence. 
In Denmark a comprehensive waste management planning has been established since the beginning of the 70's. 
The principles of the plans has developed gradually through the period of 20 years, and new layers of experiences 
has been used in defining the next stages in the planning development. The individual stages are very useful to 
illustrate  different types  of  problems,  which  has  to  be  solved  when waste  management  planning  is  to  be 
established. 
National regulations on regional waste management planning has changed. In the first stages the order was mainly 
a question of optimizing the infrastructure and logistics. This was the situation in the early 70's when the economic 
crises made it important to keep the same level of service with lower public costs. Until then each municipality ran 
its own waste facilities which especially for the incinerators made the treatment costly. But now the municipalities 
voluntary formed inter-municipal partnerships to optimize the size of facilities and catchment-areas. 
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Secondly, in  the beginning of the 80's, the choice of waste treatment became a political question. The national 
orders stated that municipalities had to make a waste management planning in which they reached at least 50 % 
of recycling. 
The choice between methods and fractions to reach this goal was the choice of the municipalities. 
Since the beginning of  the  70's  the treatment  facilities  needed  an  environmental approval  from  the  regional 
authorities.  From the  mid  80's the environmental problems from waste management became the ·reason  for 





meant that a  lot of national standards for waste facilities was giving as a  supplement to the  regional  former 
demands in approval of facilities. This meant a tremendous growth in the costs of waste management and drove 
the organization of inter-municipal partnerships further. 
As it is seen, The National Ministry only set up the framework for the municipal and regional planning procedures. 
The  actual  planning  decisions was taken  between  the  municipalities  connected through  an  inter-municipal 
partnership. 
The size of the planning units was not decided, but the costs of the waste management drove the municipalities 
voluntary to establish optimal units and catchment  -areas. This process did not succeed on  one day, but through 
the mentioned 20 years period. 
But waste management planning shows up to be of limited value, if  it  is not followed by regulatory measures to 
the relevant authorities to ensure that the waste fractions is actually sorted, transported and delivered to decided 
facilities, in the decided way. 
In Denmark the municipalities has got this authority towards household waste for many years. But from the mid 
80's the  problems of implementing the  plans,  made it  necessary that the municipalities got the  same  power 
towards all waste producers, whether these are households, institutions, industries, commercial enterprises or what 
ever.  As a result unique powers was given to the municipalities in  1985. 
In the following some principal aspects of the waste management procedures will  be discussed. 
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2.  PRINCIPLES FOR THE PLANNING PROCESS 
From a natipnal point of view, the first question is how to accelerate and define the content of the regional planning 
process. Means of doing this is different depending on the goals to be reached through the planning process. 
Firstly the waste management planning is an infrastructural task, which can be integrated in the physical planning 
and  regulated  by the  national  authorities in  the  same way that  the  general  regional  physical planning  and 
infrastructural planning is regulated. 
Secondly waste management may become a political question, where specific goals are  defined referring to 
specific types and levels of recycling or other types of treatment counting for all wastes or for  specific fractions 
of wastes. 
In the latter case the traditional physical regulation has to be supplemented with specific waste regulation towards 
the regional and local authorities for wastes. 
2.1  First waste planning process in Denmark - infrastructure 
In  Denmark the infrastructual aspects was the questions which were raised in the first danish waste planning 
process from 197  4 - 1978. 
In Denmark the counties are responsible for the regional physical planning. In the Danish Environmental Act from 
1973 it was stated that the regional county council in cooperation with the municipalities had to do a mapping of 
disposal of waste in the county including registration of the collection, transportation, treatment and final disposal 
of the wastes. 
The  reason for this decision on waste planning was the tremendous growth in wastes in the 60's, where the 
amount grew 3 - 4 % per year.  As a result of  this growth in wastes, Denmark in 1970 saw nearly 1.200 local 
landfills of which around 
2
/3 was owned by the municipalities. 
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Figure 1. Organized ~unicipallandfills  in Denmark 1970 
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As  a reaction to the growing amount of  wastes the  municipalities in  the 60's had  started  establishing local 
incinerators.ln 1970 49 incinerators  ~as  established, which treated approximately 1  I  4 of the total amount of wastes. 
Figure 2. Waste volumes incinerated in Denmark in 1970 
Number of  incineration plants 
Incineration of household waste 
Incineration of commercial waste 
Incineration of industrial waste 






The economic crises from 1973 made optimizing an important word to reduce the public costs. Therefore the task 
of the waste planning process was to  optimize the size of the catchment areas and to locate the facilities. As 
shown in fig. 3 the costs per ton is heavily dependent on the size of the facility. But this has to be compared with 
raising costs in transportation with centralized facilities (fig 4).The prices in the figures are from 1992. 
The waste planning process was actually mostly a mapping and review of amounts and types of wastes and of 
suitable solutions. But the counties did not have any power to implement the results through the physical planning. 
They could decide where facilities which had environmental impacts on the surroundings  could be placed, but they 
could not decide whether they were established or not. These decisions were municipal since the municipalities 
were the authority for wastes. 
But  the  municipalities  acted  appropriate  to  the  planning  process  by voluntary  establishing  inter  -municipal 
partnerships. As shown in fig. 5 the number of inter-municipal partnerships grew quickly in the second half of the 
70's. 
The inter  -municipal partnerships typically had only one central landfill, which in many cases was supplemented with 
an incinerator. The solution is practically because the size of the catchment  -areas now become very close related 
to the optimum solutions in connection with the local conditions. Optimum solutions might cross regional borders, 
as well as national borders. 
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It is obvious that if the municipalities had not voluntary established inter  -municipal partnerships the counties would 
gradually have taken over the powers to order municipalities to participate in these partnerships or they would have 
gained the authority of the waste treatment themselves.  If  so establishing of waste facilities would become a 
regional task. 






1970  1975  1980  1985  1990 
From the mid 80's the costs of waste treatment suddenly grew dramatically. It nearly doubled in a couple of years. 
Landfill problems with percolation, even from the most modern landfills in Denmark, showed that extremely high 
precautions has to be made for  landfilling. Actually landfills in Denmark from 1984 has to be placed coastnear, 
with no groundwater stream inland  or with  proven impermeable  ground, in  addition to  growing demands on 
construction, liners, monitoring, possibilities of repair etc. 
The consequences was a fall in number of landfills and a growth in size of the landfills. 
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Figure 6. Landfills in Demark 
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For incineration new discussions  on dioxins, acidification, global heating etc. made the costs on incineration grow 
similar.  New national  regulations on  incineration were  issued in  1988.  Especially the fluegas  cleansing was 
expensive. But the results were very pronounced compare (fig. 7). Also regulation on continuous operation meant 
a stop for the small local incinerators. 
The questions on global heating made optimizing the use of energy in the wastes important but it also made the 
investments for the energy utilization in incinerators grow. 
In fig. 5 it is shown that the growing costs and needs for greater catchment-areas once again resulted in a growth 
in the number of inter  -municipal partnerships. In 1992 79 % of the municipalities was attached to an inter  -municipal 
partnership. The most important exceptions was Aarhus and Odense. The 2nd and 3rd biggest municipality- big 
enough to  establish their own facilities. 
The number of incinerators fell,  but the average size of  incinerators grew more than correspondingly. 
Also this time the development of the inter-municipal partnerships  happened voluntarily. But now the national 
authority found the formation of these partnerships so important that The Ministry of Environment got the power 
to order a municipality, which did not want to join an inter-municipal partnerships, to do so. But actually this power 
has never been used. 
The partnerships differs a lot in functions and tasks. All of them are the local operating unit. Sometimes they only 
operate the waste treatment facilities, sometimes they also operate collection. Many of the partnerships do the 
advanced waste management planning, which will be described below, so the planning tasks of the municipality 
is reduced to an approval of the inter  -municipal plan made by the partnership. 
In  a legal  sense the partnerships is looked  at  as a part  of the municipal structure, which means ~hat they are 
covered by all rules for municipal activity. 
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Figure 7. Environmental benefits with fluegas cleansing 
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From  the  beginning  of  the  planning  processes in  the  early  70's  the  hazardous wastes  showed  its  own 
development. As for household waste and industrial waste the planning process focused on optimizing catchment 
areas and treatment. For hazardous wastes it showed up that the optimum size of the catchment-area was the 
whole country. And very pragmatically all danish municipalities together formed one inter-municipal partnership, 
which established the treatment facility Kommunekemi on Funen in 1972. 
Figure 8. Incineration in Denmark 
1960  1970  1978  1986 
No. of  facilities  2  49  57  39 
Average size t/year  9.000  32.000 
To secure the collection and transportation of the wastes to Kommunekemi a network of receiving stations were 
established through regional  inter-municipal partnerships all  over  the  country.  From  there  the  wastes were 
transported by rail in special constructed wagons. 
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Figure 9. Receiving stations for hazardous waste in Denmark 
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Figure 10. Catchment areas for intermunicipal partnerships in the Copenhagen area 
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The questions which has been discussed until now has mainly concentrated on optimizing the system from  an 
economic and technical point of view. This was also the situation in Copenhagen were the planning process and 
the formation of inter-municipal partnerships took place already in the late 60's.  (litt.  1 & 2). Two inter-municipal 
partnerships were established. 
The two incineration plants were located primarily after logistic reasons. The result of this was that the border line 
between the two catchment areas went through the middle of the City of Copenhagen. 
As long as waste management is an infrastructuralquestion this gives no problems. But when waste managements 
become a political question it is important that the correlation between municipalities, as the political authority, and 
the partnerships, as the operating units, is as simple as possible. 
2.2  Second waste planning process - political goalsetting 
The second waste planning process in the mid 80's differed a lot from the first waste planning process. Now the 
subject was not only the infrastructural aspect, but also the quality and the level of treatment of each fraction of 
wastes. 
Since the beginning of the economic crises in the 70's, recycling had been a stable part of waste management 
in  Denmark.  But recycling of the 70's were  mostly focusing on substitution of  import  of  raw  materials  as a 
consequence of the rising costs on virgin raw materials. Fig.  11. shows the rise in prices on fuel from 1973 to 
1974. But it also shows the consequently rising prices on raw materials by the example paper. 
Figure 11. Import prices for Denmark in the 70th. 
IMPORT PRICE INDEX 
1968 
All goods  100 
Petroleum  100 
Paper  100 
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1972  1973  1974 
116  134  186 
97  134  325 
119  144  230 
1975  1979 
192  305 
338  747 
265  258 
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So recycling automatically focused on paper. cardboard, glass, metal, polyethylene - materials for which existing 
industries in Denmark needed cheaper supplies, and the collection of the materials were restricted to the amount 
of the needs of these industries. 
As shown it  became clear from the mid 80's that waste treatment gave rise to great environmental problems, 
whatever the question was on landfilling or incineration. 
As a result it became a political goal to reduce the amount of wastes for incineration and landfilling and also it 
became important to accelerate recycling or removal from the waste stream of materials which caused the greatest 
problems in the waste streams. 
From the national authorities it was stated that the second waste planning process should secure at least 50% 
recycling of all wastes, but it was up to the individual municipalities how to reach this goal, and which fractions to 
focus on. Already in  1982 the process was started when the municipalities were ordered to work out a proper 
mapping of waste streams, where each fraction was specified and the different sources of waste production was 
specified. 
Such mapping of waste volumes and its constitution made it possible to evaluate which waste fractions and from 
which sources of waste efforts should be directed. This meant a turning away from the unreflected focusing on 
industrial raw material in recycling. 
The regions were ordered to carry through another waste review based on this mapping. The review should form 
the base for a municipal waste planning. The municipal plan should include information on: 
existing  and  planned  schemes for  collection,  transporting,  treatment  and  final  disposal, 
including  recycling,  of  the  waste.  For  the  individual  schemes there  must  be  included 
information on types, materials and amounts, 
Size of catchment-areas from which the wastes are transported to the individual treatment and 
disposal facilities, 
Goals for the distribution of the waste on different treatment and disposal methods, including 
which types of wastes and which amount of wastes is expected to be recycled, incinerated 
or deposited. 
At what time the planned schemes is expected to be initiated, and 
Costs and financing in relations to the implementation of the plan. 
In  practice  the  plans  was  typically  worked  out  by  the  intermunicipal  partnerships  and  approved  by  the 
municipalities. 
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The regions should approve  the municipal waste plans. If  the municipality and the  region  could not reach  an 
agreement The Minister of Environment would take the decision. 
Waste  management  in  Denmark  was  still  a  municipal  task.  The  municipalities  still  solved  the  problems 
professionally and international on an extremely high level.  But as a consequence of the growing importance of 
a coherent solution the regions and the Ministry got some powers to intervene, if the process were not running 
satisfactory. 
Actually the process of formatting these intermunicipal partnerships has shown so efficient that the powers of the 
counties was strongly reduced in 1991. 
The municipal politicians now had to decide politically, based on the mapping, which fractions to focus on. This 
gave, as one example, a greater focusing on organic materials, which is the next highest contributor to the chlorine 
content in the wastes, and which has a very low combustion value, because of the high humidity. Fig.  12. 
But  focusing  on  such  materials  means  that  the  municipality has  to  organize  the  recycling as  there  are  no 
automatical customer for these materials. 
Also the focus was on materials containing halogens, heavy metals, toxic organic compounds etc. 
The result  of  the second planning procedure was a lot of  different recycling schemes all  over  the country for 
different fractions of wastes originating from both households and enterprises. 
The focusing was not identical between the regions. Differences in population, in structure of trades and industries, 
in geographical conditions, and also different political priorities gave birth to  different solutions in different parts 
of the country. 
As a conclusion danish regulation on waste management planning has been a framework regulation which has 
been filled  in by regional and local authorities. 
From  the  national authority a funding structure was  e·stablished to  fund  new  experiments and  new  full  scale 
activities in the regions to promote the development. This funding of new types of recycling and waste treatment 
has meant an  even faster growth in knowledge and experiences in the country. 
By the first of January 1993 the system is looked at as so completed, that full scale facilities is no longer funded 
by national sources. 
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Figure 12. Composition of  waste, calculated in volume and combustion value 
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Figure 13. Priorities in waste treatment EU 
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3.  POLITICAL PRIORITIES AND STEPWISE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Above it is stated that the second danish waste planning process gave a lot of focusing on the political priorities 
for  the  different waste  streams.  Typically political  priorities  in waste  management put clean technology and 
recycling as the first priority and landfilling as the last. The political decided priority in Copenhagens is shown in 
fig.  14. 
The result of the political focusing in Denmark was an extremely fast development of recycling schemes for a lot 
of different fractions from all waste sources and great efforts to promote clean technology. (UTI. 3 & UTI 4.) 
Figure 14. Priorities in waste management, City of Copenhagen 
1. CLEANER TECHNOLOGIES 
2. RECYCLING 
3. ENERGY RECOVERY 
COLLECTION OF EXPERIENCE 
DETERMINATION OF CONDmONS 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 
CLEANER RAW MATERIALS 
SORTING-AT-SOURCE 
SIMPLE SYSTEMS 
DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE 






However it is very important to emphasize that the basic elements in the waste management system already had 
been functioning physical and organizational since the first planning process in the 70's. 
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It is the danish experience that a precondition for  advanced high quality recycling is that the basic elements is 
established and well  functioning.  The  advanced  recycling  schemes can  be looked  at  as a  superstructure 
established on the foundation made of the basic system. 
3.1  The basic system 
Although the political priority starts with clean technology over recycling and ends up with landfilling, the actually 
setting-up of the physical waste management structure has to go the opposite way. 
Figure 15. Basic system and superstructure in waste management 
Model  Forms of utilisation 
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The roles of the basic system Is to secure capacity for treating all wastes in an environmental and hygienic proper 
way. The basic system has to be very robust. The process and the technology has to be able to react appropriate 
to changes in volume and composition of wastes. 
The most fundamental solution is landfilling. But this might be supplemented with methods of volume reduction 
as incineration or 
composting. These technologies needs at least sorting in combustible/ non-combustible or compostible/non-
compostible. 
The situation in danish waste treatment before the rapid development in the super-structure is showed in fig.  16. 
Figure 16. Waste handling in Denmark 1985 
Category  Recycling 
% 
Incineration Composting 
0/o  % 
Sanitary landfill 
o/o 
Household  10  70  2  18 
Bulk & Garden  oa  34  oa  66 
Commerce & Industry  26  28  0  46 
Construction  7  2  0  91 
Energy production  67  0  0  33 
Sewage sludge  30b  35  0  35 
a Amount unknown 
b Application to land 
A major question for the basic system today is the contribution to the global heating from waste treatment. In fig. 
17 it is shown that 42 % of the C02 reduction after the Copenhagen C02-reduction plan is caused by improved 
waste treatment. Mostly this is due to a stop of supply for organic wastes for landfills and supplying these materials 
to the incineration plants. Hereby the energy content is used as a fuel,  but first of all the production of methane, 
which is more than 20 times as strong a factor of global heating as C02, in the landfills herby ceases. Problems 
like this could also be solved in other ways. For instance by using the landfill gases. 
As  mentioned above whatever  solution is  chosen in  the  basic system a  special collection  and treatment of 
hazardous and infectious wastes is necessary to prevent environmental impact from the waste treatment. 
The consequences of the focusing on sufficient capacity in the basic system might be,  or should - if the system 
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works - be tendencies to over  -capacity in the basic system as recycling and clean technology grows. 
For Landfills this indicates that they should be established by stages and in cells so the initial costs are partially 
postponed. 
For the incineration facilities the fluctuations in supply  are responded by establishing intermediate storage facilities, 
flexible preventive maintenance and in the long run adapted capacity to the higher degree of recycling. 
Figure 17. Reduction in C0 2 emissions in Copenhagen in the years 1988(92) till2005 
Contribution  Reduction 2005 
1988(92) 
percentage of total  1,000 tonnes  1,000 tonnes  percent 
Power and heating : 
- CHP  /elants  2,800 
- Resi  ential  750 
Production : 
- Facilities  260  7  5 
- Heat supply  570  16  11 
Consumption : 
-Advisory  290  8  6 
-Ecology  7  - -
Traffic  500  -25  -5  -1 
Waste  950  400  42  8 
Total  5,000  1,477  30 
The danish experiences show that the need for adapted capacity is only a problem on the very long run of two 
reasons. Firstly there is a tendency of growing catchment  -areas for the individual facilities. Secondly there are a 
great potential of combustible materials until now supplied to landfills. Directing these materials for energy produc-
tion in incineration facilities might need regulation. This will be discussed below. FIG.  18 shows with an example 
from the City of Copenhagen how recycling and incineration might grow correspondenly, while the main reduction 
is in landfilling. The regulation in Copenhagen, has lead to a supply of 40.000 tons of combustibles, which was 
former landfilled, to the incineration facility from the demolition sector in the city. 
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The basic system as the solution to sufficient capacity and proper environmental and hygienic treatment can not 
focus fundamentally on recycling. This means that the products of the basic system, except the energy (fly ashes, 
slags, compost from unsorted materials) will never reach high quality, even though it is possible to secure reuse 
of these materials for different purposes. 
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The connection between planning and establishment of facilities in the basic system in Denmark has been very 
tight  as  the  planning  authority typically establish  the  facilities  in  the  basic structure themselves  through  the 
intermunicipal partnerships. 
Incineration facilities are all run by intermunicipal partnerships or in some cases greater single municipalities. 
In 1970 only about 
2
/3 of the landfills were public, but an amendment to the danish act on environmental protection 
in 1985 stated that new landfills should be owned by the public. In the same amendment the infrastructural nature 
of the basis system was fixed as the municipalities was ordered to secure capacity for treatment of all wastes from 
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all sources. At the same time the municipalities got powers towards all sources of wastes. This will be discussed 
below. 
Whether public ownership is the situation or not, the establishment of the facilities has to be secured, for instance 
through a call for tender, and the supply has to be secured. It is obvious that high quality environmental treatment 
and guarantee for  sufficient capacity to some degree means higher prices. If the wastes can leave for  other 
regions or cheeper treatment facilities it will not be possible to secure capacity and quality. 
3.2  The superstructure 
When a sufficient basic system is established the flexibility and the robustness of the waste system has reached 
a level which makes it possible to develop advanced recycling. Advanced recycling needs sorted clean fractions 
of wastes. This means that advanced recycling is very sensitive to changes in quality and dispersion between 
fractions. 
Recycling in the long run has to be based on high quality materials. If the produced recycled products shall not 
decline in quality, dirty and low quality supply has to be refused. Supply of low quality materials might be followed 
by fines or penalties. But the products are still produced. 
Sufficient capacity in the basic system for treatment of refused low quality material is needed for keeping the high 
moral in the refusal of these materials in the recycling sector. 
In the super-structurethe planning process in Denmark differs from the planning of the basic system on this level 
there is a higher degree of dialectics between the development of capacity and the planning process. 
A higher capacity in the recycling sector than the actually collected amount of wastes calls for  a strengthened 
collection and sorting of wastes. 
A higher amount of recyclable fractions registrated in the planning, than the capacity in the recycling sector calls 
for  growing capacity in  the  sector.  Typically this  is  an  adaptive  process,  where the  registered  amounts of 
recycables form the basis for dimensioning new facilities. Most of the facilities are established privately with the 
clear tendency that the security for supplies accelerates the establishment of the facilities. The powers to secure 
the supply in Denmark will be discussed below. 
The municipalities and intermunicipal partnerships typically only establish facilities for recycling when there is no 
private interest on the market. This is as·an example the situation for presorted organic wastes for composting or 
fermentation and for different types of recycling of small hazardous fractions. 
In Denmark the super-structure is very detailed and sophisticated with separate recycling and treatment of very 
specific fractions. But the more sophisticated the greater the demand for accurate steering of the waste streams. 
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This goes for the sorting, the transportation and the handling of the wastes at the receiver. The more sophisticated 
the greater requirements for the quality of the individual fractions. 
4.  REGULATION 
The greater the demand for quality and specific treatment and recycling of fractions in the waste sector the greater 
the demand for public regulation of the sector. 
In  Denmark,  as in  most countries collection of household waste has always been a public task.  In  Denmark 
municipalities has had to collect household waste from towns with more than 2.000 inhabitants for many years. 
The supply of household waste for the facilities has meant no problem as the same authority collects and treats 
the waste. Establishing of recycling of households waste also was done by the same authority. 
For industrial and commercial waste the situation differs a lot.  Traditionally these wastes are looked at  as ufree 
waste".  Since 197  4  facilities  for  treatment  of  wastes  had  to  have  an  environmental  approval.  This  made  a 
securance against environmental improper treatment in the facilities. 
But actually in most countries, as former in Denmark, there are only a weak inspection and control with industrial 
wastes and with the securance that the wastes are actually transferred to the approved facilities. 
Until the mid 80's the price of  waste depositing and partly also on incineration was pretty low. This meant that 
the enterprises typically had no need to search for a competiting cheep treatment. 
A rise in treatment costs caused by fluegas cleansing, new demands for landfills etc., actualized the problems with 
securance of supply. 
The  reaction  on this  in  Denmark was pretty dramatical.  In  the  above  mentioned  amendment to  the  danish 
environmental protection act in 1985 the municipalities became the authority of all wastes from all sources including 
institutions. industries, service trades etc. 
As mentioned the municipalities became obliged to secure capacity for treatment of all wastes. The reason for this 
was the growing environmental requirements for the facilities, which meant. especially in the capital region.  a lack 
of approved capacity. But this obligation was followed by a duty to the waste producers to use the schemes set 
up by the municipalities. 
Until then the major problem in waste management planning referring to commercial and industrial waste was the 
same as for many other types of physical planning: There is only a limited relation between the planning process 
and the implementation. The enterprises was not obliged to use the established facilities. 
Since 1985 this problem has been solved in Denmark.  Not only do the municipality assign to which facility or 
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facilities the waste producer can deliver their wastes but through the waste regulation the municipality can follow 
the total waste stream from waste production till waste treatment. 
First of all  it was stated in a national regulation from  1989 that the amendment from 1985 to the environmental 
protection act implied that the municipalities could order pre-sorting of wastes at the waste producers. Secondly 
it implied that the municipalities could appoint transporters for the transportation of wastes and set up specific 
conditions for obtaining this appointment and finally as stated above it meant that municipalities could assign to 
which facility wastes should be delivered. 
The municipality also could set specific conditions for the treatment facilities for which waste are assigned. 
These municipal provisions should be stated  in  a municipal regulation.  These regulations typically covers all 
municipalities attached to an intermunicipal partnership. 
For the waste planning process this type of regulation secured the supply for the facilities. Also it became possible 
to establish facilities for recycling of specific fractions, which had not earlier existed, because the risk of lack of 
supply now has been reduced. 
For  the facilities  in  the  basic structure the  assignment typically was given  exclusively to  the  facilities  in  the 
intermunicipal partnerships. 
It is of importants that the landfills and the incineration plants are owned by the same intermunicipal partnership 
so there is no competition between these facilities. The distribution of wastes therefore can take place based on 
environmental considerations. As it will be shown below all combustible - non-recyclable waste fractions typically 
has to  be  delivered  to  the  incineration facility,  while  the  non-combustible non-recyclable fractions has to  be 
delivered to the landfill. 
The  greatest change according to  the assignment duty appears in  connection with  landfills.  For  the  City  of 
Copenhagen, 9 approved sanitary landfills and 26 approved inert landfills in the mid 80's were in use for wastes 
from enterprises. In the years 1988 to 1992 this changed dramatically. In 1992 only one sanitary landfill and two 
inert landfills were approved. 
The regulation and growth in recycling in the city, which will be described below. resulted in a decline in wastes 
for landfilling from 380.000 tons a year. excluding residues from energy reduction and waste treatment, till 87.000 
tons. This decline might have resulted in extremely bad economic conditions for establishing high standard landfills 
if the assignment did not concentrate the wastes in a few landfills. 
In the super-structure the picture of assignment to facilities are  morefold.  For most fractions for recycling more 
facilities are appointed to secure competition. The criteria to be appointed is concentrated on the degree of actual 
recycling of the received wastes. 
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In  some cases the number of facilities are restricted. In the City of Copenhagen this goes for construction and 
demolition wastes. Demolition wastes is extremely voluminous. With an amount of 500.000 tons a year, it covers 
more than half of the total amount of wastes, excluding residues from energy production and waste treatment in 
the city. This means that reduction in transportation in itself becomes an important environmental task. 
From 1988 till 1992 the total transportation of demolition wastes was reduced with 21,8 mill ton-km/year. 
Recycling of wastes in the City of Copenhagen is restricted to only one facility, when small amounts and special 
equipment for recycling makes recycling impossible under competitive conditions. 
This  goes  for  instance for  recycling  of  mercury from  different  sources and  production  of  pig-fodder ·from 
foodwastes from canteens. The total picture of appointments and refusals are showed in fig.  19. 
Figure 19. Appointed treatment facilities distributed at locations 
Facilities in the  Facilities on  Facilities on  Total 
City of  Zealand  Funen, Jutland 
Coperihagen  and abroad 
Appointments  20  35  4  59 
Refusals  0  3  0  3 
-Recycling 
-Transfer  1  5  0  6 
stations 
- Inert landfills  0  5  0  5 
Refusals 
total  1  13  0  14 
According to waste sorting the provisions on presorting of wastes has meant a complete change in the structure 
of facilities. When the provisions were established development of facilities for central sorting of wastes in Denmark 
ceased. Fig.  20.  shows the tendencies in Denmark: 
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In 1981  the danish development on mechanical sorting plants started in Odense on Funen. Problems with waste 
quality and occupational health continued in this facility and others following.  This meant a change around 1986 
to facilities for manual sorting to secure a higher quality of the materials. The result was lower quantities and still 
problems with occupational health. 





Mechanical sorting plants 
FIRST :  Odense 
Manual sorting plants 
FIRST:  Frederikssund 
Roskilde 
Pre - sorting at produ~er 
MANY  CITIES 
From 1989 no new initiatives on central sorting has been taken.  The danish experience shows that the planning 
and establishment of new central sorting facilities mainly is based on the lack of authority to secure the sorting at 
the initial waste producer. 
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Figure 21. Waste fractions for presorting, City of Copenhagen 
Garden waste  Fluid waste 
Iron and metal  PVC plastic 
Glass  Preserved wood 
Cardboard  Joint filling material 
Paper  Contaminated soil and gravel 
PE plastic  Not recyclable hazardous waste  Other combustible waste 
Debris of concrete and files 
Debris of asphalt and concrete 
Other directly recyclable demoli-
tion waste 
Other discarded machines, equip-
ment etc. for which recycling 
options are available 
Recycling hazardous waste, incl. 
solvents, heavy metals etc. 
Other organic waste 
listed in the Statutory Order form 
the Ministry of Environment on ha-
zardous waste with similar proper-
ties (e.g. corrosive, toxic or flam-
mable) 
Waste containing asbestos 
Other non-combu-
stible waste 
In fig.  21  it is shown in which fractions the enterprises in Copenhagen has to sort the wastes. As it  is shown 
presorting concerns  not only recycling but also fractiqns for special treatment and residue fractions for combustion 
or landfilling. 
The system are established flexible.  The regulation states that all  fractions has to be presorted. But the actual 
fractions and the administrative standards for the separation duty,  can be changes with fixed interval  by the 
administration to adapt to changing conditions for treating the different fractions. The producers, transporters and 
treatment facilities subscribe to these standards and an easily understandable guide are consequently updated. 
Some examples on administrative standards are given in fig. 22. 
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Figure 22. Administrative practice standards for separation duty, City of Copenhagen 
> 2m
3 garden waste from one month 
> 150 kg or 300 bottles per month 
> 500 kg glass (windows) per month or per construction project 
> 20 kg paper per week in average 
> 10 kg cardboard per  week in average 
> 50 kg or 5m
3 plast (PE) per month in average 
> 1 ton concrete per consbuction/  demolition project 
> 1 ton files per construction/  demolition project 
> 1 ton asphalt per consbuction/  demolition project 
> 1 ton concrete and asphalt per construction/  demolition project 
> 10 kg PVC -plastic per month or construction/  demolition project 
> 10 kg preserved wood per month or construction/  demolition project 
- Unlimited source separation duty for hazardous waste 
Finally the  transporters becomes an  essential link in  the  waste  regulation. The transporters also  have to be 
appointed by the municipalities. The conditions for appointment is concerned on the skilness of the employed, the 
equipment used and the number of transports to secure a daily contact with the waste regulation in the city. 
The appointed transporters are only allowed to remove presorted wastes from the enterprises. It is a very important 
part of the system, that the transporter which removes unsorted wastes or delivers wastes to an unauthorized 
treatment facility can loose his appointment and  thereby go out of business. This  has showed to  be a very 
important  aspect.  It  is  worth  noting  that  the  system  has  been  negotiated  with  the  association of  Haulage 
companies in Denmark and agreed upon from both parties. 
The system shows up to secure high standards in the transport sector and no transporter, with competitive prices 
based on illegal treatment are seen in the city any longer. The number of appointments and refusals are showed 
in fig.  23. 
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Figure 23. Appointed 1ransporters distributed on waste fractions 
FRACI'IONS  NUMBEROFAPPO~D  NUMBER OF REFUSALS 
TRANSPORTERS 
Combustible waste/non 
combustible waste,  61  recyclable demolition  211 
waste, iron, metal and 
garden waste 
Carbo~,  paper and 
51  plastics  78 
Fluid waste  14  26 
Glass packaging and 
bottles  20  0 
CFCandHCFC  45  . 26 
Total  341  191 
The resulting changes in the waste treatment for the City of Copenhagen are shown in Fig.  24. It is shown that 
recycling has grown from 17 till 58 % with a corresponding decline in depositing. Incineration, as earlier stated, 
is nearly unaffected. As shown in FIG. 25, the changes are greatest in the demolition sector, but also there is a 
more than 50 % increase in recycling in the commercial and industrial sector. This figure is increasing very rapidly 
as the system comes into function and 50 % recycling is expected to be reached in a couple of years. 
Figure 24. Treatment of wastes, City of Copenhagen 
Recycling  Incineration  Deposit 
1988  129.500  17%  275.500  35%  378.800 
1992  483.500  58%  257.700  31%  87.200 
The system for commercial and industrial wastes in Copenhagen is described in litt. 5. 
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For Household waste the situation is simpler as there is a direct connection between collection and treatment. 
Either the collection is operated by the municipalities or it is concessioned by a public tender. The structure for 
the household waste sorting and collection in the City of Copenhagen is showed in fig.  26. 
Figure 25. Treatment of wastes from different sources, City of Copenhagen 
Incineration  Deposit 
1988  1992  1988  1992  1988  1992 
Household  9%  15%  89%  84%  2%  1% 
Commercial and industrial  22%  36%  54%  40%  24%  24% 
Demolition  16%  84%  10%  89%  10% 
Total  17%  58%  35%  31%  48%  11% 
In the individual households are, as normally, the residue wastes collected. On this level are also collected the 
organic waste for composting and biogas production. From the time being this only goes for 12.000 households 
as this is still in the experimental stage. Bulky wastes are collected once a month at this level. 
In the Neighbourhoods glass and paper are collected in  st~eet containers. Hazardous wastes are collected by 
a mobile system, driving round in the districts, and by a system of delivering to a lot of different hardware stores 
etc. 
All  other wastes can  in  a presorted  state be  delivered to  a network of  recycling  stations where  18 different 
fractions can be put into different containers. 
As a conclusion it is the experience that a power to assign wastes to the facilities stated in the waste plan is of 
great importance. 
One model in Denmark is based only on this assignment for· specific treatment facilities. The municipal regulation 
states the conditions to be followed by the transporter. As long as he follow these conditions, he do not need to 
be appointed and can do the transportation from the industries to the assigned facilities. 
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In the household :  In the neighbourhood :  In the district : 
- refuse  glass  -waste to recycling stations 
- bulkywastes  newspaper  /magazines 
hazardous waste : 
- yardwaste  -hardware stores program 
- battery program 
-pharmacy program  1ft  1ft 
- mobile drop program 
-needle program 
- foodwaste 
.,  1ft  1!1-r-lftl  1ft 
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The Copenhagen system with appointment of each transporter and each treatment facility maybe too advanced 
for the needs many places in Europe, and for fulfilling the waste planning process. 
But one important reason for this outfolded system is the registration of the waste flows, which will be described 
in the following. 
5.  REGISTRATION 
A major problem in waste planning is to get accurate data on the waste volumes and composition. Mostly these 
informations are only available in a detailed form for household waste. 
In the Copenhagen system all appointed transporters has to report to the Agency of Environmental Protection on 
all transported wastes divided into fractions and waste producers. All approved treatment plants has to report to 
the Agency about types and amounts received from each transporter. 
All this data are transmitted to the Agency electronically in  a defined way.  This system gives all  information on 
produced and treated wastes to be used in the ongoing planning process. 
But it also gives information when a company do not deliver presorted wastes and it  gives the information if  a 
transporter collect more wastes than is actually delivered to  the treatment facility. The inspection with more than 
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40.000  enterprises in Copenhagen would be very difficult to  fulfil every year.  But inspection of 242 approved 
transporters and 59 treatment facilities is absolutely possible. And with the computerized basis it is even easy, but 
of course the stream of information is very advanced. 
From  the national authority an information system (ISAG)  has been developed based on information from the 
treatment facilities. The data from this system is available for the planning authorities and might be sufficient in 
many places, but of course it does not fulfil advanced needs for inspection. 
6.  ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 
The economic consequences of the development in waste management has to be calculated. For the situation 
in Copenhagen a provisional study has been fulfilled. The result shows that for most enterprises there has been 
no changes. Only up till 20 % of the enterprises has faced  rising costs. 
Figure 27. Economic consequenses. Regulation of commercial and industrial wastes, 
City of Copenhagen 
ECONOMIC ·CONSEQUENCES 
Number of  Waste cost development 
ente9'rises 
10°/o more  Un- 10o/o less  In 
Copenhagen  .  changed  expencive  expenstve 
Artisans  1613  20  75  5 
Wholesale 
trading  2895  15  80  5 
Companies 
Retail trade 
Companies  4949  20  70  10 
The minor changes in costs is mainly based on the principle of presorting, which make the hole process of waste 
handling cheaper and on the pragmatic definition of fractions for which competition reduces the treatment costs 
and fractions for which security for sufficient supply reduces the costs. 
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7.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper some aspects of a waste management process has been discussed. Some of the aspects are pretty 
advanced and detailed.  But some of them are very essential to discuss in relation to the planning processes in 
Europe in the future. 
Levels of authority and size of catchment-areas has to be defined. As it has been showed the danish 
model is very pragmatically as the formation of intermunicipal partnerships is completely voluntary. The 
process has been accelerated through the demand for waste planning. 
The need for capacity has to be solved in each region itself, and the supply of wastes for the facilities 
has to  be insured. In the danish model this has been established through the demands on municipal 
waste planning and on assignment for treatment facilities. 
The waste planning process has to include all types of waste sources and all types of waste fractions 
to reduce costs and raise quality in the treatment. In the danish model this has been solved by making 
the municipalities the authority of all wastes from all sources. 
The political priorities can not be defined as foundation for the succession in establishment of facilities. 
Advanced recycling of high quality needs a highly developed basic treatment system. In Denmark this 
has been solved historically through the two  phases of waste planning. In  many countries the two 
aspects has to be faced in one planning process. 
Information to the waste authorities on amounts and types of wastes has to be secured to rise the quality 
in waste management planning. In the danish case the information systems is based on computerized 
informations from the treatment facilities. (the ISAG system). And in some municipalities supplemented 
by information on wastes from the transporters to rise the quality of inspection. 
It has to be decided for which fraction free competition is possible and for which fractions transportation 
and treatment has to be public or consessioned to secure sufficient supply for economic treatment. In 
Denmark the latter is the situation for facilities in the basis system and for small fractions with expensive 
specialized equipment. 
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This is the Regional Energy Agency founded in 1980 by the Regional Council of the Region of Nord Pas 
de Calais.  So in the actual name you will note that there is no reference to the word 'waste'.  That is 
for historical reasons. 
In the early 1980's we were working on important problems at the time, which are in fact still important 
today.  These are problems of energy, and over the years we have moved towards setting up a waste 
policy. 
Our main areas of activity in our region, and in direct  ·contact with this regional council, are these 
various tasks, technical assistance, advice and setting up of projects  [Slide 2].  Secondly, we assist in 
research and development in our region.  Our third task is information and training, public opinion -
particularly for the public partners - in energy and waste matters. 
Our region, which you can see on this map [Slide 3], extends to the north of the port of Dunkerque, 
near Belgium.  To the west we have the Channel, and you can see that there are all sorts of dots. 
Those are the 1553 communes - the local authority areas - making up our region. 
Just looking at the map you can see that, if ever we are going to stand a chance of introducing an 
effective waste management plan, just as our Danish friends have done about 20 years before us, we 
will need to work on an inter-local authority co-operation system.  You obviously have to talk to the 
mayors from the communes in order that they are informed, and also so that they realise how essential 
it is to act together to cooperate, preferably on a voluntary basis, so that operations are sensible. 
Just a few further figures on the region so that you can form some idea of it - there are 3.9 million 
inhabitants, 7% of the population of France, while the area is only 2% of the national territory.  It is very 
highly urbanised population (85%) with 8 towns of over 200,000 inhabitants. 
Now, just like in many other parts of France, fairly recently we have been busy with plans.  Since this 
morning, we have heard a lot about this but here you can see the basic principles of waste 
management policy [Slide 4]. 
1
The slides referred to in the text of this presentation are reproduced at the end of the text. 
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We have to encourage those systems that will allow us to act preventatively, by making use of clean 
products and technologies as far as possible, and we will attempt, of course, to recover such energy, 
either in the form of material or energy whilst introducing processes and treatments which respect the 
environment.  This is obvious, but we should not forget it. 
At the disposal site, permanent disposal is what we are thinking in terms of,  ie.  burial or landfill.  There 
is also the question of the proximity of the source of the waste product and site of its disposal. 
In France legislation has only recently emerged, and we have now got the Law of the 13th July 1992, 
specifically dealing with waste disposal, and also dealing with recovery of materials. 
Here you have the main features [Slide 5]  - this law requires that there should be organisation limiting 
transportation, both in distance terms and volume terms.  There is also a right for the public to be 
informed on quantities, but in particular on the quality, that is the nature of the waste products being 
transported. 
We are also trying to make use of the waste, either by recycling or by energy recovery, and in France 
we have also seen the advent of a new tax of 20 francs per tonne of waste disposed of.  There is a 
national organisation collecting such funds, and subsequently these funds will be redistributed between 
various public authorities for certain projects. 
There is another objective, and that is that by 11th July 2002, straightforward landfill should disappear, 
and that is where the law requires that there should be disposal plans prepared. 
There was implementing legislation which further clarified these provisions [Slide 6].  It is a question of 
better defining the actions so as to ensure that all  domestic and similar waste can be disposed of.  This 
involves the following principles: 
using the highest performance techniques; 
maximum value from the waste, without neglecting the proximity principle; 
The responsibility for that plan has been given to the regional director - who we call the Prefect. 
Other plans will also be introduced beginning with special industrial waste and hospital waste with 
objectives similar to the previous on domestic waste (Slide 7].  For that category of waste the 
responsibility has been given to the Prefects of the Region again, who represent the State in the 
Region. 
Here we have a few dates so that you have some idea of the schedule [Slide 8].  In 1993 we had the 
20 franc tax of domestic waste, then the shut down of unauthorised disposal sites.  Within this three 
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elimination' and the 'regional plans for industrial and hospital waste treatment'. 
In 1996 we will be expected to ensure that all domestic waste and similar incineration plants comply 
with standards by 2002. 
From then any landfill will be for 'final' waste, that is the waste of waste, in other words that part of the 
waste which is absolutely unusable, and for which no use has been found.  By 2002 the objective is 
that 75% of household packaging will be re-used. 
So to the objectives of the plans (Slide 9].  First of all we will need to draw up a picture of the present 
situation.  We will need to know precisely how much waste we have throughout the country, and in the 
regions, and we need to identify systems for collection and disposal, incineration and recovery, and for 
landfill.  We also would need to define priorities by again defining objectives for recycling and disposal. 
We will also need instruments for waste disposal or equipment for waste disposal. 
Well,  the principles of the plan are as follows [Slide 1  OJ.  First of all,  to prevent or reduce production, 
then to organise a limit,  both in distance and volume terms, for the transport of such waste, the 
recycling of waste,  and to inform the public. 
[Slides 11, 12 & 13 illustrate waste arisings in the region of Nord pas de Calais • no commentary] 
3 
Now at present in our region there are several plans.  For domestic waste it is the Departement de Lille 
and the Nord pas de Calais.  Those are the two departments making up our region and these actions 
have now been under way for some 3 or 4 months.  For industrial and hospital waste the working 
groups started their meetings in December.  So here you will observe that we have virtually no 
experience, and certainly no references or conclusions as to our plans at present in operation, but as I 
don't have much time,  perhaps I can now quickly move on to operations which were intermittent before 
the law obliged us to take action. 
I will now give you have some idea of the selective sorting operations, for example, rather similar to 
what we have seen in Denmark.  One urban community, that is to say a group of local authorities, felt it 
was useful to try to do something about 3-4 years ago [Slide 14].  That is the urban community of 
Dunkerque with a population is 215,000 inhabitants, 18 communes, who,  in 1991, collected 80,000 
tonnes of waste. 
This is a so called selective sorting operation which came in for a lot of publicity in France.  It is new 
system and it meant that the households had two dustbins made available to them, one grey and one 
blue [Slide 15].  In the blue one residents were asked to put in dry and clean products, packaging and 
cardboard, and there was a specific collection on specific days. 
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These wastes were sent to a sorting centre, called TRISELEC, where sorting was carried out manually. 
So you have paper, glass, cardboard, metals, plastic- all of that is separated.  What is suitable for 
recycling goes through recycling procedures, and whatever is unsuitable, or would be unusable, is then 
incinerated. 
We have got some interesting figures here, in 1992, 11,600 tonnes of recyclable and recovered 
material, mostly glass and paper or cardboard [Slide 16]. 
Now what I can tell you here is that this operation succeeded better than had been predicted in the 
outset.  However, if this was the case, it was because there was a very large scale campaign over a 
number of months to encourage people to sort more and throw away less.  That was the message that 
it was important to get across, and apparently it did get across.  The results were very encouraging, 
but, I would repeat that that success followed considerable information campaign efforts. 
Before concluding I will talk to you about another operation carried out by another urban community in 
our region, Litle  [Slides 17 - 21  inclusive].  This is a large community with one million inhabitants.  Here 
you can see that what my colleague Mr Larsen was saying earlier about the situation in Denmark.  You 
can see people beginning to think in similar ways in communities where tl:lere is this desire to take 
action. 
I won't go into detail, but you can see that from the first quarter of 1994 there will be a sorting centre 
for household waste, that is the basic instrument for managing such waste. 
In 1995 they will be building about 17 recycling centres where local residents can bring along their 
waste and put it into containers according to the nature of the waste. 
That is alii wanted to say about the region, but what I would say, is that as we have been working now 
for 2 years with our Danish friends - originally with the Copenhagen agency - trying to define what could 
be a model for  processing waste. 
I think it is a bit utopian to hope to produce a model in the interests of such cooperation, mainly I think, 
based on the exchange of experience and discussions we could have on one or other subject, and also 
on an improved knowledge on both people and the sites, to avoid making the same mistakes which 
others have already made. 
Chairman, I think there you have mainly the message I was trying to get across.  Thank you. 
[Slides 22 - 29 illustrate the Eco-Emballages system.  These were not presented but are included in 
these Proceedings for information] 
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II Creation en 1980 par le Conseil Regional  . 
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Agence Regionale de 1•Energie - Octobre 199  ~ • 
Les axes d•intervention 
II Expertise, assistance technique, conseil et 
montage de projets ; 
11  Aide au developpement et a  Ia recherche I 
developpement ; 
II Sensibilisation, information et formation : dans 
les domaines de Ia maitrise de 1•energie et de Ia 
valorisation des d8chets. 
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 Les cinq principes de Ia 
politique des d9chets 
fran~aise  et europ9enne 
11  Prevention. 
+ Technologies propres. 




II Traitement respectueux de 1•environnement. 
11  Decharge reservee au dechet ultime. 
II Proximite du traitement et de 1•elimination. 
Slide 4 
Source ADEME • 





•  Organisation et limitation du transport 
en distance et en volume 
•  Droit a  l'information du public 
•  Valorisation des dichets par recyclage 
et recuperation d'energie 
•  creation d'une taxe sur les decharges 





•  Suppression a  compter du 1  er juillet 
2002 des dicharges brutes. Les 
decharges autorisees seront celles pour 
dechets ultimes 
•  Realisation des plans d'elimination 
des dechets 
Slide 5 
Agence Regionale de I'Energie  Janvier 1994 • 
Le d8cret du 3 f8vrier 1993 : 





D8finir les actions 0 mener pour 
1'81imination de l'ensemble des d8chets 
managers et assimi18s 
•  Principes : 
- utilisation des techniques 
les plus performantes 
- valorisation maximale des d8chets 
- principe de proximit8 
•  Responsabilite : 
le Prefet 
Slide 6 
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Le d8cret du 3 f8vrier 1993 : 
Plan d'81imination des 




Dichets industriels speciaux (DIS) 
D8chets hospitaliers 
• Objectif: 
Etablir le r9seau d'81imination des DIS 
et d9chets hospitaliers 
• Responsabilit8 : 
le Prifet de R9gion 
SUde 7 
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.rr ••  • ,; 




+ Taxe de 20,00 francs par tonne sur Ia mise en decharge, 
+ Fermeture des decharges non autorisees. 
II  Dans 3 ans : 
+  Realisation des plans departementaux de traitement et 
d•elimination des dechets menagers et assimiles. 
II 1996: 
+  Mise aux normes des centres d•incineration de dechets 
menagers et assimiles. 
II 2002: 
+ Limitation de Ia mise en decharge au seul titre des 
dechets ultimes. 
II 2002: 
+ Valorisation de 75% des emballages menagers. 
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Objectifs des plans 
• Recenser l'existant 
- d9finition des quantites de d9chets 
- identifier les fili8res de collecte et 
d'91imination 
(incineration, valorisation, mise en decharge) 
• oetinir les priorites 
- les objectifs de valorisation, de 
recyclage, d'91imination 
- les nouvelles installations de 
traitement et d'91imination 
I 
•  Agence Regionale de I'Energie  Janvier 1994 
;i··· ,;  • •  • Les principes du plan 
• Pr8venir ou r8duire Ia .  production 
et Ia nocivit8 des d8chets 
• Organiser et limiter en distance 
et en volume le transport 
des d8chets 
• Valoriser les d8chets 
(recyclage, valorisation 8nerg8tique) 
• assurer l'information du public 
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Les d8chets dans Ia R8gion 
Nord-Pas de Calais 
• D9chets m9nagers : 
1  ,6 Millions de tonnes 
• D9chets industrials banals : 
1  ,5 Millions de tonnes 
• D9chets industriels sp9ciaux : 
plus de 4 Millions de tonnes 
.lei•:. t: 1.  Agence R9gionale de I'Energie  Janvier 1994 SHde  12 
Les dechets dans Ia Region 
Nord-Pas de Calais 
• oechets menagers 
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Incineration  Decharge  Valorisation 
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Les d8chets dans Ia Region 
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• D&chets industrials banals 
900 000 
500 000 
Incineration  Decharge  Valorisation 
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Elimination des 
d8chets it Dunkerque 
•  Maitre d'ouvrage : 
Communaute Urbaine de Dunkerque 
•  Population : 
215 000 habitants 
•  18 Communes 
•  80 000 tonnes de d8chets 
collect8s en 1991 
I 
•  Agence Regionale de PEnergie  Janvier 1994 
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Systeme d'81imination 












propres et sees 
(emballages et papiers-cartons) 
I  TRISELEC I 
Tri des matieres recyclables 
(papier, verre, carton, 
metaux, plastique) 
Incineration .....  ~-- lmpropes 
Recyclage 
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• Oplnateu  r : 
TRISELEC Dunkerque 
•  En  1992: 




Metaux  Plastiques  Papier 
Carton 
Verre 
•  Agence Regionale de I'Energie  •••  . ..  ..  ••  • 
Non 
valorisables 
Janvier 1994 Politique d8chets 
menee par Ia 
Communaute Urbaine 
de Lille 
Centre Tri ordures 
menagires 1 
















SHde  17 
Agence Regionale de I'Energie  Janvier 1994  •••••  . . .  ... Les dechets de Ia 
Communaute Urbaine 
de Lille 
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Papier - Carton 
27% 
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TRISELEC Lille 
• Fili9res d'91imination des d9chets 
,, 
Dechets 




plats  ,, 
















com  postage 
,, 
Valorisation 







* les impropres et rebus vont en incineration 
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TRISELEC Lille 















Emballages  Emballages  matieres  le reste 
corps creux  corps plats  fermentescibles 
(bouteilles, verre,  (popier. carton, 
plastique, metaux)  tetropok) 
I 
r 
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TRISELEC Lille 
• Tri en habitat collectif 
Dechets 
,,  ,,  ,, 
Bac bleu  Bac marron  Bac gris 
3301  3301 
~  ~  ,, 
Metal, verre,  Papier, carton,  le reste 
plastique  tetrapak 
T 
•  Agence Regionale de PEnergie  Janvier 1994 • 
Le d8cret du 1 er avril 1992 : 




• Principes : 
Tout producteur, tout importateur  est 
tenu de contribuer a  l'elimination de 




- Organisation de depOts agrees 
- Contribution collective 
(Cf Eco-Emballages) 
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Eco·Emballages 
• Repond aux objectifs du decret 
du 1  er avril 1992 concernant 
l'abandon des emballages. 
• Societe anonyme agreee le 12 
novembre 1992 par les pouvoirs 
publics franc;ais. 
• Capital : 12 millions de francs 
fran~ais. 
•  Les adherents sont 
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•  Dotation finaci8re en fonction du 
tonnage et du niveau de 
valorisation et garantie de 
reprise (prix de rachats) 
Soutient direct (F/tonne)  Garantie de reprise (F/tonne) 
oa5o  150 
Plastique  1  500  Enlevement gratuit 
Acier  75 a 300  oa2oo 
Aluminium  500 a 1  ooo  5oo a 1  sao 
Papier - Carton  75  Enlevement gratuit 





Mise a  disposition 
en moyens financiers 







Les collectivit9s locales 
Objectifs : tri a  Ia source et traitement 
Les filieres  ..........  6  ........  ~-
Contrats: 
- site pilote 
-programme 
de valorisation  - relais 
•  Agence Regionale de PEnergie  Janvier 1994  •••  . ..  ..  ••  • Contrat "Relais" 
• Objectifs : 
soutenir imm8diatement les operations 
de collecte selective en cours 
(verre, plastiques, acier, aluminium, 
papier, carton, ...  )  ·· 
• Budget: 
60 millions de francs par an 
pendant 3 ans 
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Contrat "Programmes" 
• Objectifs : 
75°/o de valorisation des emballages au 




- soutien direct 0 Ia tonne tri8e 
- garantie de reprise des materiaux 
et communication 
Side 27 
Agence Regionale de I'Energie  Janvier 1994 Les contrats entre 
Eco·Emballages et les 
collectivites locales 
• Contrats ''Site Pilote'' 
Objectifs: 
favoriser Ia collecte selective 
pour 5 millions d'habitants 
Modalit9s: 
-contribution a  l'equipement, 
fonctionnement, etudes, communication 
- soutien direct a  Ia tonne triee 
- garantie de reprise des materiaux 
selection de 3  7 sites pilotes en 
France 
Budget : 180 millions F 
sur trois ans 
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- Ia collecte s81ective 
- Ia valorisation des emballages  , 
menagers par : 
• le recyclage des materiaux tries 
• Ia recuperation d'energie 
• le compostage 
D'ici 6 ans: 75°/o des emballages 
valoris8s 
•  Agence Regionale de I'Energie  Janvier 1994 
~~··· t:  ••  • Prakische  Erfahrungen bei der Aufstellung von 
Abfallwirtschaftsplanen und Kooperation mit anderen 
Regionen 
Peter Dihlmann, Umweltministerium Baden-WOrttemberg 
Practical  Experience in the drawing up of Waste 
Management Plans and  in  seeking to achieve Cooperation 
between Regions 
Presentation  by Peter Dihlmann 
Ministry for the Environment 
Baden-Wurtemberg, Germany 
Anlagen:  Synthesbericht Ober eine Studie zur Aufstellung eines Abfallwirtschaftsplanes nach 
Gemeinschaftsrecht (  deutche version) 
Summary report on a study on the preparation and establishment of an Industrial 
Waste Management Plan complying with EC legislation (English version) 
Rapport de synthese au sujet d'une etudu pour l'etablissement d'un plan de gestion 
des dechets conforme au droit communautaire (version Franc;aise) 
Proceedings of the Expert Seminar on Waste Management Planning 
Brussels - 10th/11th January 1994 
Mr P Oihlmann, Ministry for the Environment 
Baden-Wurtemberg, Germany - 2  -
Ausgangslage 
Die  Region  Baden-Wurttemberg befindet sich in der Sudwest-Ecke 
Deutschlands  und grenzt an Frankreich und die  Schweiz  (Overhead 
1).  Die  Region ist in hohem  MaBe  industrialisiert. Vorherrschend 
ist das  fur die EG  typische verarbeitende Gewerbe,  wie  z.B. 
Maschinenbau  und Automobil-Industrie.  Mit  10  Millionen  Einwohnern 
und einer Einwohnerdichte von  etwa  265  pro  km2  gehOrt 
Baden-Wurttemberg  zu  den dicht besiedelten Regionen der EG. 
Fur die Neustrukturierung der Sonderabfallwirtschaft muBte  ein 
neuer Abfallwirtschaftsplan erstellt werden.  Die EG-Richtlinie 
91/156 bildet hierfur den  Rahmen  auf der Ebene  des.G~meinschafts­
rechts.  NaturgemAB  existierten keine Erfahrungen mit  dem 
konkreten Vollzug dieser Richtlinie.Deshalb beauftragten wir 
einen Consultant mit  der Aufgabe,  in Baden-Wurttemberg  und den  3 
Partner-Regionen Rhone-Alpes,  Lombardei  und  Katalonien  die 
derzeitige Situation in der Abfallwirtschaft  zu  erheben.  In  einem 
2.  Schritt sollte der Consultant Vorschlage unterbreiten,  wie  ein 
Abfallwirtschaftsplan  (AWP)  aufzustellen ist,  damit  er  zweckmaBig 
ist und mit  den Vorgaben der Richtline  91/156  ubereinstimmt. 
Die  interessanten Aspekte dieser Studie m6chte  ich nachfolgend 
vorstellen.Sie beschaftigt sich mit  industriellen Abfallen. 
Zunachst  die provokative Frage, - 3  -
Brauchen wir uberhaupt Abfallwirtschaftsplane  ? 
Es  ist denkbar,  daS Abfallwirtschaftsplane nicht erforderlich 
sind,  wenn  Beseitigungsanlagen mit  ausreichender Kapazitat 
vorhanden sind und diese Anlagen beh6rdlich zugelassen sind.Da 
aber derzeit noch ein Bedarf  an bestimmten Anlagen  zu  erkennen 
ist,  sind diese in planvoller Weise  zu errichten und  zu 
betreiben.Somit  be~teht derzeit ein Bedarf  an 
abfallwirtschaftlicher Planung.Aber klar ist:  Der  sch6nste  AWP 
nutzt nichts,  wenn  seine Umsetzung  in die Realitat nicht  folgt. 
Nun  zur Frage, 
Wer  sollte Abfallwirtschaftsplane aufstellen  ? 
Die  EG-Richtlinien  91/156  und  91/689  schreiben vor,  daB 
Abfallwirtschaftsplane  zu erstellen sind.  Da  sich EG-Richtlinien 
zunachst  an die Mitgliedstaaten wenden,  ware  von  einer 
Zustandigkeit der Zentralregierungen auszugehen.Im Interesse der 
Uberschaubarkeit  erscheint es  aber  erforderlich,  daB  sich ein 
AWP  nicht uber ein  zu  groSes  Gebiet  erstreckt.  Deshalb 
erscheint die GroBe  einer EG-Region  sinnvoll. 
Welche  MaBnahmen  sind  im Vorfeld der Planerstellung  zu  ergreifen? 
Der  Bau  und der Betrieb von  Abfallanlagen wird allgemein mit 
erheblichem Widerstand aus  der  Bevolkerung  konfrontiert.Bekannt 
sind die Prinzipien  (Overhead  2)NIMBY=Not  in my 
backyard,NIMEY=Not  in my  election year,NIMED=Not  in my  election 
district.Neu ist das  NTTT-Prinzip  = Not  this  type of 
technology.Dieses  Prinzip besagt,  die Gegner  einer Anlage  fordern 
immer  eine andere Technologie als diejenige,  die gebaut  werden 
kann  und  soll.Technologien,  die erst noch  entwickelt werden 
mussen,  sind am  ehesten akzeptiert. - 4  -
Der  Zusammenhang  laBt  sich auf  dem  Diagramm  (Overhead  2) 
darstellen:  Der  h~ute bereits verfugbare Drehrohr-Ofen 
(rotary-kiln incinerator/four rotatif)  trifft auf  den  grOBten 
Widerstand,  wahrend noch Technologien in weiter Ferne gegenwartig 
eher akzeptiert  sind.Das Neueste was  uns  begegnet ist, ist der 
Vorschlag eines  ehemaligen Astronauten  (!),Abfalle in einem 
Raketenmotor  zu verbrennen.Diese Technologie wUrde  sicher zur 
Zeit die grOBte  Akzeptanz  haben.  Da  der Abfallwirtschaftsplan als 
Basis  fur Abfallanlagen dienen soll und gr6Btm6gliche Akzeptanz 
erhalten sollte,  empfiehlt  es  sich,  bei der Erarbeitung des  Plans 
die verschiedenen Interessengruppen einzubeziehen.  Hierzu bietet 
sich z.B.an,. ein Forum einzurichten,das· versucht,  in einem 
konsensualen  ProzeB,  Vorschlage  fur  das weitere Vorgehen  in .der 
Abfallwirtschaft  zu  erarbeiten.  Ein wesentlicher Punkt  dieser 
Konsensfindung ist die Festlegung auf die Mengen,  die  fur die 
Beseitigungs- und Verwertungskapazitaten maBgeblich  sind.  Dabei 
sind das  aktuelle Aufkommen  und die  zu  erwartenden Vermeidungs-
und Verwertunsquoten abzuschatzen.  Dies  klingt  relativ trivial, 
ist aber dennoch  von beachtlicher Bedeutung.  Denn  die Errichtung 
einer Anlage wird zunachst  damit  abgelehnt,  daB  die Anlage 
unnotig ware,  weil bei Ausschopfung aller Moglichkeiten  zur 
Verwertung und Vermeidung gar keine Abfalle mehr  vorhanden sein 
durften. 
Fur die erforderliche Infrastruktur zur Abfallwirtschaft ist die 
Qualitat der Abfalle entscheidend: 
Die Anforderungen des  Umwelt- und  Gesundheitssch~tzes ergibt 
zwingend  folgende  Einteilungs-Kaskade bei der Kategorisierung von 
industriellen Abfallen  (Overhead 3): - 5  -
- Enthalt der Abfall persistente organische toxische Stoffe,  sind 
diese in ungefahrliche Steffe  zu konvertieren.  D~fur kommen 
Technologien in Betracht,  die in der  Lage  sind,persistente 
organische Stoffe destruktiv aufzuarbeiten.  Zu  dieser 
Abfallgruppe geh6ren:  Organische L6semittel,  Lackschlamme.Die 
Technologien sind:  Verbrennung,Vergasung,Hydrierung. 
Enthalt der Abfall  leicht wasserlosliche Bestandteile,  wie  z. 
B.  Salze,  jedoch keine organischen Substanzen,  kommt  die 
Ablagerung untertage in Betracht.  Beispiel hierfur 
sind Rauchgasreinigungsruckstande aus  der Abgasbehandlung, 
eingedampfte Konzentrate  (concentres  obtenus par 
evaporation) .Dagegen sind organische  Stoffe wegen  der Gefahr 
der  Entwicklung giftiger oder explosibler Gase nicht  zur 
untertagigen Ablagerung  zugelassen. 
- Eine oberirdische Ablagerung ist erlaubt,wenn die Schadstoffe 
nicht wieder durch Niederschlage aus  der Deponie ausgewaschen 
werden  k6nnen.Um den Abfall  in dieser Hinsicht bewerten  zu 
k6nnen,  hat man  in der Bundesrepublik  folgende  Konvention 
vereinbart:  Es  wird ein sogenannter Eluat-Versuch  {test 
d'elution)  durchgefuhrt  (overhead  4) .Beim Eluatversuch werden 
100  g  des Abfalls  in 1  1  destilliertem Wasser  24  Stunden  lang 
gel6st.  Die  danach  in das  Wasser  eingetretenen Schadstoffe 
werden analysiert  und der Beurteilung des  Abfalls 
zugrundegelegt.  Eine  zweite Voraussetzung  fur die Zulassigkeit 
einer oberirdischen Ablagerung ist die Abwesenheit  von 
organischen Steffen im Abfall,  die  zu  unkontrollierbaren 
chemisch-biologischen Umsetzungen  in der Deponie  und  zu 
Emissionen  fuhren  konnen. - 6  -
Nun  erscheint es mir  am  sinnvollsten,  die Auswirkungen  der 
vorangegangenen Ausfuhrungen und verschiedene Fragen,  wie 
- Art der benotigten Infrastruktur 
Exaktheit der Beschreibung der Standorte fur Anlagen  im  Plan 
- Autarkieprinzip/NAheprinzip 
- Verbindlichkeit·des  Plans 
- Kooperationen mit  anderen  Regionen 
in nachfolgendem Planbeispiel darzustellen  (Overhead 5). 
Darstellung.vorhandener Entsorgungsanlagen 
- Im  Nordosten der Region befindet sich eine 6berirdische 
Deponie,  fur industrielle AbfAlle  . 
- Im  Zentrum der Region befindet sich ein Salzbergwerk.  Die 
vorhandenen unterirdischen Volumina betragen derzeit uber eine 
Million m3.  Durch-den weitergehenden Salzabbau  kommt  weiteres 
Volumen  hinzu.Die Einlagerung von AbfAllen  in dieses  Bergwerk 
ist behordlich zugelassen. 
Im  Hinblick·auf den Deponiestandort  sind die geologischen 
Gegebenheiten  fur die Abfallwirtschaft  relevant. 
- Im  Nordosten und  im  Sudwesten der Region befinden sich 
geologische Formationen,  die sich wegen·ihrer 
Wasserundurchlassigkeit generell  fur die Einrichtung· 
oberirdischer Deponien  eignen(In Abbildung  5  mit .....  . 
eingegrenzt} . 
Salzlagerstatte im  Zentrum der Region.Hier befindet sich das 
vorher erwahnte Salzbergwerk. .- 7  -
Nun  zu_den geplanten Entsorgungsanlagen 
- Oberirdische Deponien 
Der  Plan sollte aussagen: 
Im  sudOstlichen Gebiet der Region,  im Bereich der geologisch 
geeigneten Flache ist eine Deponie  fur industrielle Abfalle 
einzurichten. 
Diese vergleichsweise  rohe Angabe  des  Deponie-Standortes 
erscheint  zulassig und  zweckmaSig  : 
Zulassig deshalb,weil die Richtlinie 91/156 hinsichtlich des 
Scharfegrades  der geographischen Festlegung der 
Beseitigungsanlagen interpretationsfahig ist.Der Text  der 
Richtlinie spricht dafur,  daB  die Standortfestlegung nicht 
"parzellenscharf"  verlangt wird,  sondern die geeigneten Flachen 
weniger  eng  eingegrenzt dargestellt werden  kOnnen. 
ZweckmaSig  erscheint diese grebe Darstellung deshalb,weil  eine 
genaue  Standortfestlegung im Abfallwirtschaftsplan dem  eigent-
lichen; Genehmigungsverfahren vorgreift.Es fehlt·eine 
formalisierte  Beteiligung der Offentlichkeit i.S.d. 
UVP-Richtlinie 85/334,  so wie sie im Genehmigungsverfahren  fur 
den Standort  bzw.  die Abfallanlage sattgefunden hatte.Diese 
Prajudizierung stOBt  bei der m6glicherweise betroffenen 
Bev6lkerung mit  Sicherheit auf Unwillen,  da  sie sich nicht 
hinreichend beteiligt fuhlt.Dies  kOnnte  den  sch6nsten  Plan in 
den  Papierkorb verbannen.  Wollte  man  bei der Planerstellung die 
Beteiligung der betroffenen BevOlkerung  in derselben Intensitat 
wie bei der  Zulassung von  Anlagen mit  einbeziehen,  wUrde  der 
Abfallwirtschaftsplan unnOtig uberfrachtet  und damit  nie 
fertiggestellt werden. - 8  -
Als  n~chstes zu  den  Anlagen  fur die Konvertierung von  Abf~llen 
mit  toxischen organischen  Abf~llen: 
In meinem erfundenen Beispiel werden die in.Overhead  6 
dargestellten 3  alternativen Standorte derzeit auf  Eignung  fur 
die Errichtung einer Verbrennungsanlage untersucht.  D.er  von 
diesen 3  am  besten geeignete Standort soll fur eine 
Drehrohrofen-Anlage mit  einer Jahreskapazitat·von etwa  50.000  t 
genutzt werden.Was  die Darstellung im  Plan betrifft,  mOchte ·ich 
Ihre Aufmerksamkeit  auf diese 3  eingezeichneten  Punkte  lenken. 
Da  wir  zum-Zeitpunkt  der VerOffentlichung des  Plans nicht 
wissen,welcher Standort realisiert wird,  mussen alle 3 
dargestellt werden.Die mit dieser Anlage behandelbaren 50.000 
Tannen pro Jahr reichen aber nicht aus  fur die Entsorgung der 
ganzen Region.Deshalb ist in dem  in der Abbildung  6  mit  - - -
eingegrenzten Gebiet  entlang der westlichen Grenze der Region 
eine weitere Anlage  zur Konvertierung von  Abf~llen 
einzurichten.  Die  technologische Konzeption der Anlage  steht 
noch nicht  endgultig fest.  In engerer Auswahl  sind die 
Technologien der Hydrierung  (hydrogenation)und der Vergasung 
von  Abf~llen. 
An  dieser Stelle paSt  auch das  Thema  der Kooperationen: 
In meinem frei  erfundenen Beispiel erscheint die Kooperation 
mit  der Region  des  angrenzenden Mitgliedstaates  ·bezuglich der 
Vergasung von Abfallen aus  folgenden  Grunden  sinnvoll: 
Aufgrund betrachtlicher Braunkohlevorkommen existiert dort 
traditionell eine weiterverarbeitende Industrie,  u.a.  auch eine 
Braunkohlevergasungsanlage  zur Erzeugung  von ·stadtgas.  Da  die 
gemeinsame Vergasung  von  Braunkohle  und  bestimmten 
industriellen Abfallen umweltgerecht moglich erscheint  und der 
ErlOs  aus  der Abfallentsorgung die Kostensituation der 
Vergasungsanlage verbessern wtirde,  ist diese Option intensiv 
weiterzuverfolgen. - 9  -
Neben dieser KooperationsmOglichkeit  existiert eine weitere 
sinnvolle: 
Das  als unterirdische Deponie  dienende  Salzbergwerk beruht  auf 
eine nahezu einzigartige geologische Gegebenheit  und weist ein 
praktisch unbegrenztes yolumen auf.  Deshalb sollen dort nicht 
nur die Abfalle aus der Region,  sondern auch aus  den Nachbar-
regionen des  eigenen und der angrenzenden Staaten aufgenommen 
werden. 
Exkurs  zum  Autarkieprinzip  - NAheprinzip 
In der Richtlinie 91/156 wird festgestellt,  daS die Gemein-
schaft ein Netz  von Beseitigungsanlagen errichten bzw. 
bereithalten muS.  Die Gemeinschaft  soll insgesamt  eine 
Entsorgungsautarkie erreichen.Jeder einzelne Staat kann die 
Autarkie anstreben.  AuSerdem wird in der Richtlinie gesagt,  daS 
die AbfAlle  in einer der nachstgelegenen geeigneten 
Entsorgungsanlagen unter Einsatz von Methoden  und  Technologien 
beseitigt werden sollen,  die am  geeignetsten sind,  urn  ein hohes 
Niveau des  Gesundheits- und Umweltschutzes  zu  gewahrleisten. 
Somdt  stehen das Autarkie- und das Naheprinzip gleichwertig 
nebeneinander.  Es gibt keine Hierarchie.  Das  im  Beispiel 
ausgeubte Naheprinzip wird an  Bedeutung gewinnen,  wenn  sich bei 
der Entsorgung von Abfallen eine weitere stoffbezogene 
Diversifizierung durchsetzt,  die wiederum eine starkere 
Spezialisierung der Entsorgungsanlagen mit  sich bringt.  Es  ist 
deshalb davon  auszugehen,daS kunftig mehr Abfalle 
diversifizierte Wege  gehen:Zum Beispiel,  Olhaltige Abfalle  zu 
einer Hydrieranlage,  LOsemittel  zu einer Destillationsanlage, 
feste organische Abfalle  zu einer Vergasungsanlage  .Je hOher 
der Spezialisierungsgrad der Anlagen,  desto mehr  Bedeutung 
kommt  einem Austausch von  jeweils geeigneten Abfallen  zu. 
Entsprechend verliert das  Autarkieprinzip an Gewicht. - 10  -
Exkurs  zur Verbindlichkeit eines  Plans 
Der Wirkungsgrad eines  Plans  kann  Abstufungen von  "indikativ" 
bis  "imperativ"  aufweisen,also nur ein ideales Muster sein oder 
eine verbindliche Handlungsanleitung fur die Offentliche 
Verwaltung und eventuell auch  fur  den  Burger. 
Wenn  bei der Aufstellung des  Plans  ein breites 
Beteiligungsverfahren stattgefunden hat,ist· anzunehmen,daB der 
Plan sachlich richtig und politisch akzeptabel  ist.Deshalb 
sollte er.unter dieser Voraussetzung "in  allen seinen Teilen fur 
verbindlich erklart werden.Dies  wlirde  bedeuten,daB der 
Abfallwirtschaftsplan von allen Offentlichen Planungstragern 
bei  raumbedeutsamen  Planungen und MaBnahrnen  zu  beachten ist.Ob 
und wie  eine solche Verbindlichkeitserklarung mOglich  i~t,hangt 
vom  "internen Recht  des Mitgliedstaates ab.Dies gilt ebenfalls 
fur die Beantwortung der Frage,ob der  Plan mit Gesetzeskraft 
ausgestattet werden  kann  oder soll,um auch die privaten 
Entscheidungstrager  zu  binden. 
Exkuis  zur Frage der  Kooperationen 
Das  Zustandekommen  von  Kooperationen gestaltet sich derzeit 
noch  schwierig.Die Grunde  Dafur  sind  (Overhead 7): 
a)Es  besteht das politische Ziel,  Abfallexporte nicht monetar  zu 
sichern,  sondern durch den  Import  anderer Abfalle  zu 
kompensieren.Auf  Grund der obigen Ausfuhrungen  zum  Naheprinzip 
kann  die Kompensation  sinnvoll und wlinschenswert  sein.  Dieses 
politische Ziel hat moralische Wurzeln.Es  stellt sich die 
Frage,  ob diese  Einengung vor  dem  Hintergrund der Forderung 
nach  freiem Warenverkehr  zulassig ist.Festzustellen ist 
jedenfalls,  daB  bislang dieser moralische Anspruch, 
Abfallexporte nicht mit  finanziellen Mitteln  zu  sichern,  noch 
nicht erreicht wurde. - 11  -
Das  Prinzip des Abfall-Austausches setzt voraus,  daB  jede 
Region  uber adaquate Kapazitaten verfugt,  urn  uberhaupt 
11mitspielen
11  zu kOnnen.Baden-Wurttemberg,  zum  Beispiel,  kOnnte 
AbfAlle  fur die untertagige Ablagerung und  fur die Ablagerung 
auf einer oberirdischen Deponie  annehmen. 
b)Es  besteht die Meinung,  daB  Kooperationen durch Vertrage 
zwischen den Regierungen der Mitgliedstaaten abzusichern 
sind.Solche Staatsvertrage sind bisher nicht  zustandegekommen. 
Deshalb empfiehlt die von  uns  in Auftrag gegebene  Studie,  daB 
ein Vertrag  zwischen  den Regionen ausreichend erscheint.  Aber 
selbst diese Auffassung kOnnte  zu konservativ sein.Man kOnnte 
im Gegenteil  zu der Auffassung gelangen,  daB  jede 
Abfallverbringung zulassig ist,  wenn  sie den gesetzlichen 
Anforderun~en der.beteiligten Staaten und der  EG  entsprechen. 
c)Die Entsorgungspreise in der Region  Baden-Wurttemberg 
erschweren einen Austausch von AbfAllen.  Preise von  260  ECU  pro 
Tonne  Abfall  fur die oberirdische Deponie  sind fur 
Abfallerzeuger aus  anderen Regionen nicht  interessant.Die 
Grunde  fur diesen hohen  Preis  liegen darin,  daB  die Kosten  fur 
den  Bau  und den.Betrieb der Deponien  durch die Ablagerungs-
preise erwirtschaftet werden  musse~ und bereits Rucklagen in 
HOhe  von  etwa  11  Millionen  ECU  gebildet werden muBten,  urn 
spater den  AbschluB und die Nachsorge  der Deponie 
sicherzustellen. 
Auch  die Kosten  fur die thermische  Behandlung von Abfallen 
bewegen  sich in der Bundesrepublik auf  hohem  Niveau,  namlich 
·bei etwa  500  ECU  bis  1100  ECU  pro Tonne.Die  Kosten  fur  den  Bau 
einer modernen Anlage  zur  thermischen Abfallbehandlung mit 
einer Kapazitat von  80  000  bis  100  000  Tannen pro Jahr werden 
auf  250  bis  400  Millionen  ECU  geschatzt. - 12  -
d)Entsprechend den  deutschen Vorschriften unterliegt die ober-
irdische Ablagerung von Abfallen sehr engen Grenzen. 
Beispielsweise durfen in einem,-wie vorher beschrieben 
hergestellten Eluat,- nur maximal  200  mg/liter TOC  (Total 
organic  Garbon)  oder  z.B.  0,5 mg/liter Chrom enthalten sein. 
e)Transportkosten. 
Stuttgart,  den  13.12.1993 Elements a retirer de Ia confrontation de 4 experiences 
pour l'eboration d'un plan regional de gestion des dechets 
M. Frederic Bonhoure 
charge de mission 
11environnement
11  a Ia  Region  Rhone-
Aipes 
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COOPERATION DE 4 REGIONS D'EUROPE 
AUTOUR DU THEME 
"PLAN DE GESTION DES DECHETS INDUSTRIELS" 
El~ments a  retirer de Ia confrontation de 4 exJ!!riences 
pour  l'~laboration d'un plan regional de gestion des dt1chets 
par M. Frid~ric  BONHOURE, 
charge de mission "environnement" a  Ia Region Rhone-Alpes 
Tout d 'abord, je voudrais remercier Ia  Commission Europeenne pour son 
aimable invitation. 
L'etude "pour l'etablissement d'un plan de gestion des dechets conforme a  Ia 
norme CEE" confiee par le Ministere de 1  'environnement du Bade-Wurtemberg et Ia 
DG XI de Ia CEE au cabinet d 'etudes "Braschel et Schmitz", a etc realisee sous le label 
des "4 Moteurs de l'Europe", composes des Regions Bade-Wurtemberg, Catalogne, 
Lombardie et Rhone-Aipes, lesquelles ont elabore depuis 1988 des programmes 
communs d'  actions dans des domaines aussi varies que les transports et les 
communications, l'economie, Ia culture et l'environnement. 
Suite a l'expose de M.  DIHLMANN,  i1  est interessant de comparer les 
experiences de ces quatre Regions face a  trois enjeux majeurs pour le succes d 'un Plan 
Regional de Gestion des Dechets Industriels, et d 'en tirer des enseignements pour 
1  'elaboration d 'un plan type : 1 - La participation des acteurs sociaux et economiques a  La preparation du 
plan. 
Au Bade-Wurtemberg, le  Ministere de I  'Environnement a mis en place le 
"Forum pour Ia  gestion des dechets speciaux du Bade-Wurtemberg" 
compose des differents acteurs  politiques et sociaux regionaux 
(Parlementaires, elus locaux, representants des Syndicats, de 1  'Industrie et 
de I'  Artisanat, associations ecologiques ...  ). 
Le travail de ce forum s'est conclu par un accord commun sur: 
- les  n~elles quantites de dechets produits annuellement et leur evolution 
d'ici l'an 2000, 
- les strategies et mesures visant a  roouire les dechets, 
- les  technologies de traitement des dechets  acceptables pour 
l  'environnement. 
En Lombardie,  Ia  revision du Plan Regional de gestion des dechets 
industriels fait 1  'objet d'un projet de loi qui devrait etre enterine au 
Printemps 94. Dans ce texte est prevue Ia creation d 'une commission de 
consultation composee de representants de collectivites locales, 
d'  associations d'  industriels, de syndicats, d'  associations de protection de Ia 
nature ... 
En Catalogne, un premier plan de gestion des dechets s 'est vu oppose les 
protestations des communes sur le territoire desquelles se situaient les 
emplacements prevus dans le plan pour les installations de traitement. 
Depuis, Ia loi du 15 juillet 1993 sur les dechets a cree le cadre necessaire a 
l'etablissement d'un programme pour Ia  coordination· de la gestion des 
dechets en Catalogne. 
En Rhone-Alpes, devan~ant ainsi Ia loi sur les dechets de juillet 1992, a ere 
creee en Mai 1991  a  l'  initiative du Prefet de Region une commission 
d 'elaboration du Plan Regional de valorisation et d 'Elimination des Dechets 
Industriels en Rhone-Alpes (PREDIRA). Cette commission est composee 
principalement des services de 1  'Etat concemes, des representants des 
Collectivites territoriales (Region Rhone-Alpes et Departements), de 
I 'lndustrie et des Associations de Protection de  Ia  nature et de 
consommateurs. 
Cette commission, pres  idee par le Prefet de region, est 1  'organe moteur de 
Ia  preparation du PREDIRA eta arrete le projet de Plan le 30 juin 1993. 
Celui-ci devrait etre definitivement adopte par le Prefet de Region debut 
1994 apres consultation de Ia Region et mise a disposition du public. 
Par ailleurs, au-dela des Plans, Ia  loi de juillet 1992 sur les dechets prevoit 
Ia creation d 'une Commission locale d 'information et de surveillance 
pres  idee par le representant de I  'Etat sur tout site d'  elimination et de 
stockage des dechets. Le fonctionnement de ces commissions a etc precise 
par le decret en Conseil d'Etat du 29 decembre 1993. 
En Rhone-Alpes, plusieurs Commissions locales de ce type existent deja 
sur des sites actuels de traitement des dechets speciaux (incineration et 
traitement physico-chimique). 
-2-De plus. a pres  une demarche d' information au  niveau deprtemental  ..  des 
Commissions locales  de  concertation viennent d 'etre creees dans dix 
secteurs de Rhone-Alpes favorables techniquement a  l  'accueil de centres de 
stockage de dechets  ultimes.  II  faut  bien reconnaitre qu 'en de pit de toute 
l'energie  depensee par la SEMEDDIRA (Societe d'Economie Mixte creee 
pour rechercher des sites favorables) pour informer tous  les  partenaires 
locaux, cette concertation ne se passe pas sans heurts. 
Recommandations de 1  'etude sur ce point 
Des  !'elaboration des bases du plan, associer les  groupes d' interet en tant 
que representant du public. 
Commentaires 
Ce point est essentiel pour que chacun puisse faire sien  les objectifs du 
Plan et les moyens envisages pour mieux gerer les dechets. 
S'il est indispensable, il n'est certainement pas su.ffisant puisque l'on sait 
que !'opposition devient d'autant plus vive que l'application du Plan se fait 
plus precise et concrete. D'ou Ia nCcessite de passer d'une commission 
regionale d 'elaboration du Plan a  des commissions locales de concertation 
Ia ou I'  on envisage concretement une implantation, et d 'organiser des relais 
d'information pour toucher le plus grand nombre. 
2 - La localisation des  sites ou seront implantees. les installations de 
traitement. 
En Catalogne, Ia premiere tentative de presentation du Plan Regional a sans 
doute peche par exces de precision puisque les sites prevus pour accueillir 
les centres de traitement etaient tres exactement localises.  · 
En Lombardie, le  Plan Regional precisera les secteurs du territoire 
favorables a  l'accueil d'installations de traitement, secteurs repondant a  des 
criteres hydrogeologiques, sismiques, ... 
Le Plan Rhone-Alpes (PREDIRA) en cours d'adoption ne donne pas 
d'indications detainees sur les emplacements souhaitables pour recevoir les 
installations de gestion des dechets  ..  Le texte actuel  precise le type de 
centres n&:essaires, Ia nature des dechets relevant de ces centres, Ia capacit6 
annuelle. 
Recommandations de I'  etude sur ce point 
"L'emplacement d'une installation ne devra figurer "a Ia parcelle pres" que 
s'il a deja ete confirme par une procedure d'autorisation, dans les autres cas, 
une vaste representation des surfaces sera suffisante". 
Commentaires 
*  Une trop grande precision dans  Ia  localisation des sites focalise 
I'  attention du grand public non pas sur les objectifs du Plan Regional et 
-3-Ia qualite des moyens proposes, mais sur la seule localisation des sites de 
tra~tement ce qui declenche inevitablement le "NIMBY", 
•  face a un  plan tres  general, on risque d'obtenir un consensus facile 
puisque neutre geographiquement et de declencher Ia  polemique au 
moment d 'enclencher la demarche de choix des sites., 
•  Ia solution preconisee par l'etude d'indiquer les "espaces" sur le territoire 
regional, satisfaisants a  des  criteres tels que hydrogeologie, seismicite, 
presence de milieux oaturels proteges ... est sans doute a  preconiser, sans 
toutefois representer Ia solution miracle car le sens de 1  'interet general est 
Ia chose au  monde Ia  mieux partagee . . . par to  us ceux qui n 'ont pas 
d'  interet personnel. 
3- Les d~ftnitions concretes, dans le plan, d 'objectifs et de  moyens de 
r~duction et de valorimtion des tUchets industriels. 
Parallelement a la  demarche de definition d 'un ensemble coordonne 
d'  installations d 'elimination des dechets  indispensables a Ia  zone 
geographique, il est imperatif que soit abordee dans le plan en termes clairs 
et concrets Ia  question des actions de reduction et de valorisation1des 
dechets. 
Le Ministere de l'Environnement du Bade-Wurtemberg a lance pour ce 
faire un programme de recherche de references en matiere de reduction de 
Ia production des dechets et a cree, pour promouvoir 1  'idee des BATNEEC 
(Best Available Technologies Not Entailing Excessive Costs), 
1' Abfallberatungsagentur ABAG (Agence des Dechets) dont l'objectif est 
d 'aider les entreprises qui prennent le risque  .. d 'investir dans ;des 
technologies innovantes. 
La Catalogne a recemment (le 29 juillet 1993, date de Ia mise en application 
de Ia loi du 15 juillet 1993 sur les dechets) mis en place une Agence pour la 
gestion des dechets (Junta de Residus) dont l'une des premieres actions a 
etc d'elaborer un programme de gestion des dechets dangereux dont 
l'objectif principal est de reduire et valoriser 40% des dechets dangereux 
d'ici l'an 2000. 
La Region Lombardie prevoit de lancer, fin  janvier 1994, des  etudes par 
secteurs industriels (mecanique, agroalimentaire, tannerie, chimie, 
cimenterie) sur les technologies propres. 
En Rhone-Alpes les trois  partenaires que soot l 'Etat represente par la 
Prefecture de Region, Ia Region Rhone-Alpes et Ia SEMEDDIRA, ont signe 
en novembre 1990 uoe convention regionale pour un programme innovant 
de maitrise des dechets industriels qui vise entre autres chases a  rCduire la 
production de dechets et a  valoriser les dechets. 
Plus concretement, cette convention s'est traduite en janvier 1993  par Ia 
signature d 'un contrat cadre de maitrise des Dechets lndustriels entre 
l'lndustrie Rhone-Alpes et Ia Region Rhone-Alpes, qui vise: 
1 - a  reduire Ia production des Dechets Industriels 
2 -a  valoriser les Dechets Industriels 
3 -a  mieux former le personnel 
4 - a  mieux informer la population sur les efforts entrepris 
-4-Ce contrat cadre doit se decliner prochainement en accords specifiques 
volontaires  avec  les  differentes  branches  industrielles de  Rhone-Alpes 
(Chimie,  Plasturgie, Textile,  Cimenteries, Metallurgic,  ...  ) et monde 
agricole. 
Recommandations de I' etude sur ce point 
- Exposer les  mesures centrales de gestion des  decbets visant a reduire 
durablement les quantites des dechets industriels actuellement produtts 
- determiner Ia dimension des diverses installations de valorisation et de 
traitement et effectuer un  planning de  realisation et une est1mat1on des 
COUts. 
Commentaires 
La reduction et Ia  valorisation des dechets doivent etre plus  qu'un vreu 
P.ieux repondant aux priorites definies dans Ia  Directive CEE 91/156 mais 
tis doivent constituer un reel engagement volontaire de tous les partenaires, 
industriels en tete, a  agirooncretement, progresstvement, dans ce sens, en 
integrant bien entendu les realites techniques et economiques du moment, 
ce qui implique de bien connaitre les unes (par Ia creation de banques de 
donnees sur Ies technologies propres, les techniques de valorisation, par Ia 
creation de bourses de dechets, par I'  echange d 'experiences entre Etats 
membres et Regions ...  )  et les  autres (par le chiffrage des actions 
preconisees, Ia  determination de Ia  capacite a investir des differents 
partenaires  •. ) et en oeuvrant pour les  faire evoluer (en soutenant par 
exemple les programmes de recherche qu'  ils soient regionaux, nationaux ou 
europeens ...  ). 
Ces actions volontaristes et partenariales vont tout a  fait dans le sens du Seme 
program~e  Communautaire d'  actions pour I  'Environnement. 
Je vous remercie de votre attention, que je mobilise une demiere fois pour vous 
informer que si vous souhaitez plus d'informations sur les  Plans dans les  4 Regions 
partenaires, vous pouvez poser des questions, outre a  M. DnnMANN et a  moi-meme 
pour le Bade-Wurtemberg et Rhone-Alpes, a  : 
Mme CANTONI pour Ia Lombardie 
M. VINOLAS pour Ia Catalogne 
-5-1 
Plan  interregional de gestion de dechets industriels pour Ia 
lorraine. (F),  Ia Sarre  (RFA),  le Grand-Duche de 
luxembourg (l) et Ia province du Luxembourg (B) 
Mr Henri Haine 
Ministere de I'Environnement, Luxembourg 
La Commission europeenne a presente en 1989 une nouvelle strategie communautaire pour Ia gestion 
des dechets. Parallelement a  d'autres priorites, cette strategie attache une grande importance a  Ia 
question des mouvements de dechets et les responsables europeans ant abouti a  Ia conclusion selon 
laquelle les dechets devront etre traites dans les centres les plus proches utilisant les technologies les 
plus appropriees. 
Les restrictions de mouvements, dans le cas de zones transfrontieres ou pour certaines categories de 
dechets doivent etre analysees en faisant abstraction des frontieres interieures. 
D'autre part, Ia strategie communautaire doit permettre a  Ia Communaute dans son ensemble d'eliminer 
ses dechets a  l'interieur de ses frontieres et aux Etats-membres de tendre individuellement vers ce but, 
compte tenu neanmoins des conditions geographiques ou du besoin d'installations specialisees pour 
certains types de dechets. Ces principes connus sous le nom de principes de proximite et 
d'autosuffisance ont egalement ete inscrits dans Ia directive-cadre 91/156. 
La tendance actuelle dans Ia gestion des dechets, dans Ia perspective d'une optimalisation de 
l'amenagement du territoire et de !'utilisation de l'equipement pour le traitement et/ou !'elimination des 
dechets, conduit a  Ia realisation de plans de traitement des dechets pour des zones homogenes. 
Cela peut mener a  Ia construction d'installations centralisees de traitement et/ou d'elimination. 
Si Ia zone choisie comprend des regions appartenant a  plusieurs Etats membres, cela ne constitue pas 
pour autant un obstacle au developpement d'un plan interregional. mais offre Ia possibilite de realiser 
des investissements groupes pour des unites d'elimination centrales. 
C'est dans ce cadre que Ia Commission des CE avait commande en 1990 une etude pour Ia realisation 
d'un plan pilate interregional de gestion des dechets industrials dans les regions de Ia Lorraine 
(France). de Ia Sarre (R.F.A.), du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg et de Ia Province du Luxembourg 
(Belgique). 
Le but de ce "plan maitre" etait d'analyser en detail toutes les sources de problemas et d'obstacles qui 
peuvent entraver Ia realisation d'une politique commune interregionale de gestion des dechets 
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industrials visant a atteindre, dans Ia mesure du possible, l'autosuffisance dans ce domaine dans Ia 
region choisie.ll etait opportun d'analyser cette problematique complexe dans un cadre pratique en 
choisissant une region homogeme existante au sein de Ia Communaute. Voila pourquoi le choix s'est 
porte sur Ia region  .. Saar -Lor  -Lux" dans laquelle Ia cooperation dans de nombreux domaines, etait deja 
une realite.  En outre, a  part Ia Province de Luxembourg, chacune des zones nationales est marquee, 
de maniere uniforme, par l'industrie lourde. 
Le tissu industrial general de Ia region Saar  -Lor -Lux a ete fortement affecte par Ia crise du secteur 
minier et de Ia siderurgie. Une profonde mutation a eu lieu et de nombreuses implantations d'industries 
modernes (chimie, automobile, construction metallique, agro-alimentaire} ont vu le jour. 
La region, malgre son tissu industrial developpe est cependant peu pourvue de possibilites de 
traitement de dechets industrials, comme le montre Ia carte N• 1. Des problemas importants se posent 
dans toutes les regions concernees: insuffisance de possibilites de traitement de dechets, fermeture 
imminente d'installations existantes, possibilites d'exportation de plus en plus reduites. 
En outre, toutes les quantites de dechets industrials produits sont relativement mal connues, puisque 
dans toutes les regions concernees, il existe certaines grandes entreprises telles que Ia siderurgie, qui 
possedent leurs propres decharges sur le site meme de l'entreprise. (II a ete decide de ne pas tenir 
compte de ces quantites dans les planifications ulterieures). 
Les principaux centres de traitement de dechets industrials (hors recyclage} dans Ia region sont 
actuellement: 
Province de Luxembourg: 
- pas de centre specifique pour les dechets industrials. 
Grand-Duche de Luxembourg: 
- une decharge pour dechets industrials mineraux (fermeture fin  1994) 
Sarre: 
- uniquement une possibilite de traitement physico-chimique(capacite: 12.000 Van) 
- une installation de conditionnement 
Lorraine: 
- 2 decharges classe I (capacite:  155.000 Van) 
- un traitement physico-chimique+ evapo-incineration: (capacite 55.000  +  15.000 Van) 
- une petite installation d'incineration 
- une installation de conditionnement pour cimenteries: (capacite: 60.000 Van) 
D'autre part,  il  existe dans plusieures regions des entrep6ts pour dechets problematiques. 
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cette infrastructure est insuffisante pour les besoins de celle-ci. 
Ainsi, Ia Province du Luxembourg (B) doit eliminer ses dechets industrials dans des installations se 
trouvant essentiellement en Belgique, mais hors de Ia Province du Luxembourg. Des quantites 
importantes de dechets ferreux sont recyclees en siderurgie, notamment au Grand-Duche de 
Luxembourg. 
Le Grand-Duche de Luxembourg doit exporter des dechets industrials pour incineration et traitement 
physico-chimique, vers des centres en France, Belgique, en Allemagne et en Angleterre. 
La Lorraine exporte une part relativement faible de ses dechets industrials vers deux centres se 
trouvant en France et des mines de sel en Allemagne (dechets arsenicaux). 
La Sane, ne disposant ni de decharge ni d'installation d'incineration, est largement exportatrice de 
dechets industrials, essentiellement vers Ia France et d'autres Lander, notamment Baden-Wurtemberg. 
Les residus d'epuration des gaz de fumees sont mis en decharge en Lorraine. 
Les importations de dechets industrials vers Ia Grande Region sont a  I' exception de Ia Lorraine, 
limitees, vu Ia carence des centres de traitement dans Ia region Saar -Lor -Lux. 
3 
Sans vouloir entrer dans les details, il est utile de noter que !'etude, citee precedemment, a montre que 
Ia region Saar-Lor-Lux doit prevoir une infrastructure pour Ia mise en decharge de 167.000 t/an, pour 
I' incineration de 63.000 t/an et pour le traitement physico-chimique de 60.000 t/an,  si Ia region veut 
devenir autosuffisante en matiere d'elimination de dechets industrials. L'infrastructure a  prevoir est 
fonction des quantites de dechets industrials produites, des possibilites de valorisation et de recyclage, 
de Ia capacite existante et future dans Ia region et de !'import/export de et vers Ia Grande Region.  II  est 
evidemment difficile de prevoir !'evolution de Ia quantile des dechets produits. 
Comme les quantites a  eliminer ne sont pas toujours suffisantes au niveau des differentes regions afin 
de permettre a  celles-ci de trouver seules une solution viable,  Ia realisation d'un ou de plusieurs centres 
communs a  Ia Grande Region s'impose done. 
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Or,  I' elaboration d'un plan maitre interregional visant l'autosuffisance s'est heurtee ou se heurte encore 
a certains problemas, qui sont notamment: 
!'absence d'une classification homog€me des dechets (problema qui pourra etre resolu 
avec le catalogue european des dechets); 
!'application de !'obligation de declaration des dechets, differente d'une region a l'autre; 
!'elimination interne dans les entreprises, ce qui a rendu difficile !'evaluation des 
quantites de dechets produites; 
competence de Ia "Region": 
les 4 "regions'' ont du fait de leur difference de statut politique, des 
competences tres differentes en matiere de dechets industrials. Le 
Grand-Duche de Luxembourg est Ia seule des "regions" qui est un pays. 
Les competences nationales y sont done entierement en vigueur. La 
Province du Luxembourg fait partie de Ia Region Wallonne qui possede Ia 
majeure partie des competences en matiere de dechets industrials. Pour 
Ia Sarre,  les competences sont principalement au niveau de Ia region. La 
Sarre fait partie de I'AIIemagne, qui est un etat federal avec une 
autonomie politique des Lander. Pour Ia Lorraine, les competences se 
situent essentiellement au niveau national (France) et dans une moindre 
mesure au niveau regional (Lorraine); 
communication insuffisante entre les quatre regions. 
Pour resoudre certains de ces problemas, notamment celui de !'absence de contacts systematiques 
entre les decideurs des regions en matiere de dechets industrials, il  a ete decide d'incorporer Ia 
Province de Luxembourg (B)  dans le groupe de travail "Dechets industrials" de Ia Commission regionale 
Saar  -Lor  -Lux creee en 1971. Com  me  i1  a ete dit plus haut, une cooperation etroite existe deja dans de 
nombreux domaines dans l'espace Saar-Lor-Lux qui comprend normalement les quatre departements 
de Ia region Lorraine en France, le Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, Ia Sarre ainsi que le district du 
Gouvernement de Treves, le Landkreis de Birkenfeld et le Palatinat occidental en Rhenanie-Palatinat. 
La Commission regionale est chargee de proceder a l'echange permanent d'informations et 
d'experiences sur taus les problemas et interets regionaux et locaux, de faciliter I' elaboration de 
suggestions et de propositions d'interet regional, d'assurer Ia participation a Ia preparation eta 
I' execution de projets et d'operations communes. 
En  1991, Ia Commission regionale est arrivee a Ia conclusion qu'un "Bureau des Dechets" commun aux 
cinq regions concernees devrait etre cree et dont l'objet serait: 
Ia continuation des travaux du plan maitre  1. 
2.  Ia realisation d'un concept transfrontalier pour Ia gestion des dechets industrials, 
assurant l'autosuffisance a Ia Grande Region. 
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Ministere de I'Environnement, Luxembourg Ce bureau devrait done collecter et evaluer toutes les informations sur les capacites de traitement I 
d'elimination existantes et planifiees et sur les quantites de dechets et leurs flux.  II devrait en outre 
montrer les possibilites de prevention et de recyclage dans Ia region (modeles existants, bourses, 
strategies, etudes de marche), etablir des contacts avec d'autres regions-centres et avec les autorites 
nationales respectives pour finalement mettre en oeuvre un concept transfrontalier pour Ia gestion des 
dechets industrials. A long terme,  le bureau serait appele a  realiser un plan global de gestion des 
dechets resp. differents plans de gestion de dechets dans Ia region Saar-Lor-LUX/Palatinat Occidental, 
qui seraient adaptes l'un a  l'autre. 
La structure doit etre representative des autorites au organismes competents au niveau de chaque 
region. Les societas d'economie mb<te (SEM),  telles qu'elles existent en Sarre, en Rhenanie-Palatinat et 
au Grand-Duche de Luxembourg pourraient egalement intervenir dans !'organisation et Ia gestion des 
dechets. 
Malheureusement, Ia realisation integrate de ce systeme s'est averee difficile du fait d'une vision 
differente dans les cinq regions sur le role a  jouer par les partenaires publics et prives dans Ia gestion 
des dechets industrials. Aussi, au vu des legislations en matiere des dechets qui vont etre ou ont ete 
changees, les regions ne semblent pas pretes pour une telle institutionnalisation continue. Ceci dit, 
aucune des regions n'est prete, sur base de Ia souverainete, a  ceder des competences a  une entite 
supranationale ou supra regionale, ou a  une collectivite de I' autre pays. En outre, de grandes 
differences caracterisent toujours les niveaux de competences des administrations de part et d'autres 
des frontieres. 
5 
La Sarre,  le Grand-Duche de Luxembourg et le Palatinat Occidental (Rhenanie-Palatinat) ont alors 
decide d'intensifier leur cooperation au niveau des SEM dans le domaine du recyclage et de Ia 
valorisation des dechets industrials dont I' acceptation politico-sociale est plus grande que dans le cas 
d'une infrastructure d'elimination. La structure identique dans ces trois regions, ou les dechets 
industrials doivent transiter par les SEM, facilite cette cooperation. Les SEM  ont egalement pour mission 
de conseiller les entreprises sur les mesures possibles de reduction et de valorisation des dechets. 
(Des resultats ont deja ete obtenus dans le cas de Ia valorisation d'hydroxydes d'aluminium et de zinc, 
des laitiers scories siderurgiques, de cendres volantes). 
II a aussi ete decide que chaque region Saar -Lor  -Lux devrait elaborer un notNeau plan de gestion des 
dechets industriels, adapte a celui des autres regions. Un schema commun pour I' elaboration de ces 
plans doit etre realise par le groupe de travail 
110echets industrieiS
11 de Ia Commission regionale. Ces 
plans de gestion des dechets doivent prendre les mesures necessaires pour eliminer les defiles 
d'elimination existants ou a  attendre et de garantir une gestion des dechets industrials continue. 
Les concepts doivent avoir prioritairement pour objet de reduire les quantites actuellement produites 
par des mesures de prevention, de reduction et de valorisation des dechets industrials dans Ia Grande 
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Region.  Lars de Ia planification d'installations les infrastructures d'elimination existantes doivent etre 
prises en compte. Avant de construire de nouvelles installations, Ia possibiUte d'extension de centres 
existants doit etre etudiee. 
Avant de proceder a  !'implantation de centres communs, il a ete decide que chaque region doit 
presenter une infrastructure d'elimination pour ses propres besoins, dans Ia mesure ou ceci est 
possible sur base des quantites de dechets industrials produites. Les organismes qui s'occupent de Ia 
gestion des dechets industrials dans les differentes regions, doivent prioritairement assigner les dechets 
a  ces installations existant dans leur region. 
Finalement, Ia gestion des dechets industrials dans Ia Grande Region est a  garantir par !'installation de 
nouveaux centres communs. Or comme aucune des regions prises seule n'accepte le traitement 
cumule des 5 regions,  il est hors de question que ces centres vont etre construits dans une seule 
region.  Pour augmenter done I' acceptation politico-sociale, tout est en faveur de Ia dispersion des 
centres communs dans plusieurs regions concernees, en tenant compte du principe de reciprocite 
dans Ia Grande Region. 
L'implantation de ces centres communs doit se faire aux endroits les plus opportuns. II taut tenir 
compte de plusieurs facteurs qui sont notamment: 
Ia proximite des centres industrials. En effet les mouvements de dechets sont a  reduire 
au maximum; 
Ia carte no 2 montre que les principales zones industrielles se situent auteur des villes 
de Metz et Nancy (Lorraine), de SaarbrOcken ou au sud du Grand-Duche de 
Luxembourg et de Ia Province de Luxembourg; 
le contexte geologique qui est surtout important dans le cas d'une decharge; 
l'accessibilite du site par Ia route, le rail  et eventuellement par l'eau: 
Ia possibilite de subsides europeans (INTERREG,  FEDER), a  titre d'exemple les 
possibilites d'aides FEDER du Grand-Ouche de Luxembourg sont donnees dans les 
cantons d'Esch-sur-Aizette et de Capellen (voir carte no 3:  Grand-Duche de 
Luxembourg). 
Cette idee de centres communs dans differentes regions, sous Ia condition que chaque region prise 
seule dispose d'une infrastructure pour ses propres besoins, a ete acceptee par les partenaires, meme 
si certains veulent attendre Ia realisation de leur plan de gestion des dechets avant de se prononcer sur 
un site. Cependant, elle a engendre bien d'autres problemes pour Ia region Saar-Lor-Lux. 
Ainsi, le Grand-Duche de Luxembourg et Ia Sarre produisent peu de dechets industrials se pretant a 
une incineration, de sorte que ces deux regions renoncent a  ce type de traitement pour des raisons 
d'ordre economique principalement. 
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D'autre part, comme Ia seule decharge du Grand-Duche arrive en fin d'exploitation et Ia Sarre n'en 
dispose pas, chacune de ces deux regions a pris Ia decision de construire une decharge pour dechets 
industrials sur son territoire, repondant ainsi au souhait de chaque partenaire dans Ia Grande region 
Saar-Lor-Lux de prevoir d'abord une infrastructure pour ses propres besoins. 
Le Grand-Duche de Luxembourg et Ia Sarre veulent egalement se donner les infrastructures 
necessaires pour assurer leur propre autosuffisance dans certains domaines, vu que d'une part le 
developpement de structures communes, ne se fait que lentement dans Ia Grande Region et d'autre 
part Ia tendance d'autres regionS/pays (hors Saar-Lor-Lux) a accepter les dechets industrials du Grand-
Duche et de Ia Sarre diminue de plus et plus a cause du manque d'infrastructures et de I' opposition de 
Ia population. 
Ces decharges, surtout celle de Ia Sarre, sont dimensionnees de maniere a  offrir une certaine capacite 
aux autres partenaires dans Ia region, Ia Sarre et le Grand-Duche "esperent• qu'une capacite 
correspondante pour !'incineration ou d'autres formes de traitement/d'elimination de leurs dechets) leur 
sera mise a disposition dans les regions voisines. Cet •espoir• repose surtout sur Ia Lorraine qui prevoit 
des capacites supplementaires pour !'incineration de dechets speciaux. La loi frangaise du 13 juillet 
1992 relative a  !'elimination des dechets stipule en effet qu'a compter de l'an 2002, seulement les 
dechets ultimes seront mis en decharge. 
La Lorraine veut neanmoins attendre I' elaboration de son plan d'elimination des dechets industrials 
avant de se prononcer, ce plan fixant des criteres de sites mais pas les sites eux-memes. 
La Grande Region Saar-Lor-Lux risque done d'avoir a  long terme des surcapacites pour un type 
d'elimination (mise en decharge), mais de ne pas devenir autosuffisante dans bien d'autres domaines. 
Toujours est-il que les efforts continuant, une reunion au niveau des ministres (France, Grand-Duche, 
Sarre,  Rh{manie-Palatinat, Region Wallonne) etant prevue pour clarifier les chases et preciser les 
objectifs. La region Saar-Lor-LuX/Palatinat occidental veut toujours profiter de l'ouverture des frontieres 
pour developper une gestion des dechets industriels ecologiquement amelioree, avec des avantages 
pour chaque partenaire et l'environnement. Ceci ne signifie pas qu'on veut promouvoir le "tourisme" des 
dechets, mais elle vise l'autosuffisance dans le domaine de I' elimination des dechets industrials et, dans 
Ia mesure du possible, dans le domaine de Ia valorisation et du recyclage de ces dechets, tout en 
prenant en consideration le principe de Ia reciprocite entre les differents partenaires. 
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Agencia de Medio Ambiente, Comunidad de Madrid LA GESTION DE LOS  RESIDUOS  EN LA COMUNIDAD  DE 
MADRID 
Se  me  ha  encomendado  resumir  para ustedes  Ia  experiencia  en  Ia 
planificaci6n de Ia gesti6n de residuos del organismo que represento: 
Ia Agencia de Medio Ambiente de Ia Comunidad de Madrid. 
Para ello,  entiendo  que  es  conveniente  darles  a  conocer en primer 
Iugar, aun muy brevemente, el ambito territorial en el  que actuamos y 
el marco competencial en el que realizamos nuestra actividad. 
Como ustedes sin duda saben,  a partir de  1978, el estado espafiol  se 
organiza  en  17  regiones,  denominadas  Comunidades  Aut6nomas, 
dotadas de gobierno y parlamento propios,  con amplias competencias 
ejecutivas y legislativas. 
La Comunidad de Madrid ocupa una posici6n geografica  central. Su 
extensi6n  es  relativamente  pequefia,  unos  ocho  mil  kil6metros 
cuadrados. El factor condicionante de su creaci6n es Ia existencia en su 
seno  de  la  capital  de  Estado.  La  Comunidad  en  su  conjunto  gira 
alrededor de Ia metr6poli de Madrid. 
Madrid tiene una poblaci6n de cerca de cinco millones de personas,de 
las cuales 3 mill ones viven en Ia ciudad de Madrid, 1  ,5 mill ones mas 
en el area metropolitana que Ia circunda y 0,5 millones en el resto de 
Ia region. 
Asl, hablando ya de la relaci6n poblaci6n/territorio, Ia Comunidad de 2. 
Madrid presenta Ia densidad de poblaci6n mas elevada de Espana, 610 
habitantes por kil6metro cuadrado.  Es decir,  multiplica por ocho Ia 
media nacional. 
En lo que se refiere a actividad y desarrollo econ6mico, destaca, por 
una parte,  el  alto  peso  de  Madrid  en  el  conjunto  de  Ia  econom{a 
nacional:  aporta un diecisiete por ciento del  Producto Interior Bruto 
nacional. 
En segundo Iugar, su ratio Producto Interior Bruto por habitante supera 
casi en el 30% a Ia media nacional, y se situa tambien por encima de 
la media de Ia Comunidad Europea. 
Y  por ultimo,  Ia  distribuci6n  en sectores de  Ia  actividad econ6mica 
presenta caracterlsticas unicas en el conjunto nacional. La Comunidad 
de Madrid es el primer centro terciario y el segundo centro industrial 
de Espana. 
Aunque el sector servicios que representa el 75% del PIB regional, esta 
muy  diversificado,  puede  anotarse  la  creciente  importancia  de  los 
llamados "servicios avanzados", de alto contenido tecnico-tecnol6gico: 
servicios a empresas, financieros y de seguros, comunicaciones, etc. 
A su vez el sector industrial que representa el  17%  del PIB regional se 
caracteriza por una especializaci6n clara en la producci6n de bienes de 
equipo de  alta tecnolog{a y,  en menor medida,  de  bienes de equipo 
tradicionales.  Tambien presenta especializaci6n en  Ia  producci6n  de 
determinados bienes de consumo final, principalmente artes gnificas y 
edici6n y productos farmaceuticos. En resumen, la distribuci6n sectorial 3. 
de Ia industria madrilefia Ia asemeja mas a las de otras·grandes regiones 
metropolitanas de Ia UE que al conjunto nacional. 
En  sfntesis,  Ia  Comunidad  madrileiia  es  una  regi6n  pequefia  y 
densamente poblada, con un desarrollo econ6mico importante, factores 
todos  ellos  derivados  directamente de  Ia  presencia de  Ia  capital  de 
Estado.  En realidad,  se  puede  hablar ya de  Ia  misma como  de  una 
"regi6n  metropolitana",  puesto  que  los  procesos  y  actividades 
caracterfsticos de las aglomeraciones metropolitanas se expanden a Ia 
practica totalidad de Ia regi6n. 
La regi6n genera algo mas  de  dos  millones de toneladas de residuos 
s6lidos urbanos al afio. Ademas, las industrias de Ia regi6n producen al 
aiio una cantidad aproximada de 500.000 toneladas de residuos, de las 
que 150.000, se estiman como residuos peligrosos. 
•  EL  MARCO  LEGAL  PARA  LA  GESTION  DE  LOS 
RESIDUOS 
AI  igual  que  en otros aspectos  de  Ia  gesti6n ambiental, la gesti6n de 
residuos  en  Espana se  realiza a traves  de  un delicado entramado de 
competencias  que  van  desde  la  Administraci6n · central  a  las 
comunidades  locales~ pasando por las Comunidades Aut6nomas. 
Es importante destacar, que Ia gesti6n de los distintos tipos de residuos 
es  regulada  por  diferentes  leyes.  El  marco  regulador  basico  esta 
formado por la Ley de 1975 sobre Residuos S6lidos Urbanos y la Ley 4. 
de 1986 sobre Residuos T6xicos y Peligrosos. Los residuos sanitarios 
se regulan en parte, mediante la Ley de  1986 de Sanidad. 
Hasta el  momento no se ha realizado Ia transposici6n a Ia legislaci6n 
nacional de la Directiva del Consejo 91/156/CEE, aunque el Gobierno 
ha redactado un anteproyecto de ley cuya remisi6n al Congreso de los 
Diputados esta prevista para fechas pr6ximas. 
Este  conjunto  de  normas  legales  basicas  constituyen  un  sistema 
heterogeneo pues en el coexisten normas formuladas al principio de Ia 
transici6n pol(tica de  nuestra historia mas  reciente,  con normas  mas 
modernas  que  ya contemplan Ia  resultante  de  los  cambios politicos, 
econ6micos y  sociales  vividos  por Espana  en  los  ultimos  dieciocho 
afios. 
As( por ejemplo, Ia Ley de  1975  sobre Residuos  S6lidos Urbanos es 
anterior a Ia vigente Constituci6n de 1978, y por lo tanto no contempla 
Ia  existencia de  las  Comunidades Aut6nomas,  aunque  una posterior 
modificaci6n otorga a estas Ia responsabilidad de la planificaci6n de Ia 
gesti6n de este tipo de residuos en su ambito territorial. 
Por lo demas, esta ley hace recaer la competencia y responsabilidad de 
Ia  gesti6n  de  los  residuos  urbanos  en  las  comunidades  locales,  las 
cuales,  especialmente  las  medianas  y  pequefias,  pronto  se  vieron 
desbordadas para poder atender adecuadamente, en condiciones sanitaria 
y ambientalmente aceptables, Ia gesti6n de sus  residuos. 
En el otro extremo, Ia Ley de 1986, de Residuos T6xicos y Peligrosos, 
representa un  intento  avanzado  de  control  y gesti6n  de  este tipo  de 5. 
residuos industriales, asignando un importante papel a las Comunidades 
Aut6nomas  e  incorporando  plenamente  el  concepto  de  Ia 
responsabilidad  del  productor,  concretamente  del  principio  de  que 
"qui  en contamina paga", y otorgando, en consecuencia, una importante 
cuota de iniciativa al sector privado. Sin embargoes preciso reconocer 
que objetivamente muchas de las condiciones no estaban maduras para 
el  pleno  cumplimiento  de  todas  las  previsiones  de  Ia  Ley  y,  en 
consecuencia, aun no se ha alcanzado el  pleno control de este tipo de 
residuos. 
Es  necesano  seiialar,  ademas,  que  en  el  marco  legal  vigente 
determinadas  categor{as  de  residuos  no  gozan  de  una  regulaci6n 
suficiente. Asf ocurre con los residuos industriales de caracter general, 
no  especfficamente  regulados  por  Ia  Ley  de  Residuos  T6xicos  y 
Peligrosos; con los residuos clfnicos, objeto de una regulaci6n ambigua 
y  fragmentaria  y  con  los  residuos  t6xicos  y  peligrosos  de  ortgen 
domestico, que no cuentan con regulaci6n especffica alguna. 
En  este  contexto,  y  para  poder  comprender  el  significado  de  las 
actuaciones  emprendidas  por  Ia  Agencia  de  Medio  Ambiente  de  Ia 
Comunidad  de  Madrid  en  el  ambito  de  Ia  gesti6n  de  residuos  es 
fundamental  tener presente  tanto  el  marco  legal  existente  como  las 
circunstancias derivadas de Ia fluidez de los cambios politicos ocurridos 
en  Espana desde  1975,  todo  ello  conjuntamente con  un  proceso  de 
rapido crecimiento econ6mico y bienestar social. 6. 
•  LA  AGENCIA  DE  MEDIO  AMBIENTE  DE  LA 
COMUNIDAD DE MADRID 
Perm(tanme, antes de proseguir con la historia, una breve presentaci6n 
del organismo que represento. 
La Agencia de Medio Ambiente de la Comunidad de Madrid fue creada 
en  1988  con el  objeto de  definir y aplicar la polftica ambiental en el 
territorio  de  la  Comunidad  de  Madrid  y  agrupar  competencias 
ambientales basta entonces dispersas entre distintos organismos de  la 
administraci6n regional. 
La  Agencia  de  Medio  Ambiente  es  un  organismo  aut6nomo  del 
Gobiemo Regional,  de  tal  man era que  su  Presidente es  un  ministro 
regional de dicho Gobierno. 
La Agencia ha tenido asignado para el afio  1993 un presupuesto global 
de unos  130 millones de  ECUS, de  los  que un 20%  se destinan a la 
gesti6n de residuos. Su plantilla incluye cerca de quinientos empleados, 
de los que ciento sesenta estan distribuidos por el territorio regional en 
misiones de vigilancia ambiental. 
•  LA GESTION DE LOS RESIDUOS SOLIDOS URBANOS 
Hace menos de diez afios,  la recogida, transporte y disposici6n de los 
residuos  s6lidos  urbanos  en  la  Comunidad  de  Madrid  se  realizaba 
exclusivamente  a  nivel  municipal.  Existfa  un  unico  vertedero 
sanitariamente controlado, el  vertedero de Valdeming6mez, del 7. 
Ayuntamiento de Madrid. En el  resto de los  municipios el vertido se 
realizaba  pnicticamente  sin  control  sanitaria.  En  1. 984  se  habfan 
identificado mas de 500 puntas de vertido incontrolado, de los que 20 
eran altamente contaminantes. 
Ante este panorama claramente preocupante, y ante la evidencia de Ia 
insuficiente capacidad econ6mica y de gesti6n de los municipios para 
solucionar  el  problema,  el  Consejo  de  Gobierno  de  la  Comunidad 
decidi6  intervenir en  apoyo  de  las  corporaciones  locales  y  puso  en 
marcha el Programa Coordinado de Actuacion de Residuos S61idos 
Urbanos (PCARSU), aprobado en 1.986 y posteriormente, gestionado 
por Ia Agencia de  Medio Ambiente desde su  creaci6n. Es  importante 
recordar que puesto que Ia Ley de 1975 de Residuos S6lidos Urbanos 
otorga la competencia de estos servicios a los municipios, Ia ejecuci6n 
del Programa exigi6 el establecimiento de convenios administrativos con 
todos y cada uno de los municipios. 
El  objetivo central del  Programa fue  la eliminaci6n de  todo  vertido 
incontrolado de residuos urbanos,  recogiendo, tratando y depositando 
en vertederos sanitariamente controlados  Ia  totalidad de  los  residuos 
generados en Ia Comunidad. Para ello se dividi6 el territorio en nueve 
Zonas  o  Unidades  de  Tratamiento,  desde  las  que  los  residuos  se 
recogen,  transportan tratan  o  transfieren a  vertederos  sanitariamente 
controlados.  Las  instalaciones  de  todas  las  Unidades,  salvo  Ia  IV, 
dependiente  del  Ayuntamiento  de  Madrid,  son  gestionadas  por  la 
Agencia  de  Media  Ambiente  a  traves  de  operadores  privados  en 
regimen  de  concesi6n  administrativa.  Los  operadores  perciben  una 
tarifa por tonelada tratada. Los municipios siguen siendo responsables 8. 
del  transporte  de  los  residuos  desde  origen  basta las  estaciones  de 
transferencia o vertederos. 
La  ejecuci6n  del  PCARSU  ha  significado  un  notable  esfuerzo 
econ6mico y  de  gesti6n para la Agencia de  Medio Ambiente.  En el 
corto espacio  de  tiempo de  cinco afios  se  han clausurado unos  200 
vertederos incontrolados y todas las U  nidades de Tratamiento han sido 
dotadas con las instalaciones adecuadas. 
Tambien  la  Agencia  gestiona  directamente  una  red  de  vertederos 
especfficos  para residuos  inertes  de  Ia  construcci6n y ha establecido 
convenios con algunos municipios, a los que les presta asistencia tecnica 
y financiera para Ia explotaci6n de vertederos gestionados por estos. 
•  LA GESTION DE LOS RESIDUOS INDUSTRIALES 
Las  industrias  de  Ia  Comunidad  de  Madrid  producen  al  afio  una 
cantidad aproximada de 500.000 toneladas de residuos. De ellos, unas 
150.000 toneladas pueden ser considerados como residuos peligrosos, 
y por lo tanto requieren un tratamiento particular y espec{fico as{ como 
un control de su recogida y transporte. La composici6n del resto de los 
residuos  industriales  se  reparte  entre  residuos  inertes  y  residuos 
asimilables  a  urbanos  que  pueden  ser  tratados  en  instalaciones 
convencionales. 
Para  atender  al  tratamiento  adecuado  de  los  residuos  industriales 
especiales en  Ia  Comunidad de  Madrid se  construyeron  Ia  Planta de 
Tratamiento f1sico-qu1mico de Valdebebas y el  Deposito de Seguridad 
de San Fernando de Henares, instalaciones gestionadas por la Agencia 9. 
de Media Ambiente que entraron en funcionamiento en el afio 1987. Se 
trata de dos instalaciones pioneras en Espana. 
La Planta de Tratamiento f1sico-qu1mico, con una capacidad nominal de 
tratamiento de 20.000 toneladas/afio, esta disefiada para el tratamiento 
par oxidaci6n  de  cianuros,  Ia  reducci6n  del  cromo  hexavalente,  la 
rotura de  emulsiones  aceitosas,  Ia  neutralizaci6n  y  precipitaci6n de 
acidos y alcalis, la precipitaci6n de fosfatos, la eliminaci6n de sulfuros 
y la oxidaci6n de residuos organicos. 
Por  su  parte,  el  Deposito  de  Seguridad,  disefiado  para  un 
almacenamientode 20.000 toneladas /afio, esta orientado a albergar, en 
las  maximas  condiciones de  seguridad,  tanto  residuos  tratados  en  la 
planta  como  otros  residuos  directamente  admisibles.  En  ambas 
instalaciones  se  siguen  unos  protocolos  estrictos  en  relaci6n  a  la 
admisibilidad de los residuos y a la comprobaci6n de sus caracter{sticas. 
Estas instalaciones son explotadas par una misma empresa en regimen 
de concesi6n administrativa. El operador percibe una tarifa por tonelada 
tratada. La responsabilidad del transporte hasta las instalaciones es del 
productor o gestor de  residuos.  No obstante,  el  operador cuenta con 
medias propios para el  traslado de  residuos  producidos  en pequefias 
cantidades. 
Desgraciadamente, hasta la entrada en vigor, en 1988, del Reglamento 
de  la Ley  Basica de  Residuos  T6xicos  y  Peligrosos,  ha existido un 
vac{o  legal  en  esta  materia.  Ella  se  ha  traducido  en  una  escasa 
disposici6n  del  sector  industrial  hacia  la  utilizaci6n  de  estas 
instalaciones, que, aunque tiende a desaparecer, se sigue concretando 10. 
en  una  utilizaci6n  de  las  instalaciones  a  niveles  por  debajo  de  su 
capacidad. 
Un problema aiiadido a Ia gesti6n de los Residuos T6xicos y Peligrosos 
a nivel de todo el Estado es Ia ausencia de instalaciones para la gesti6n 
de  aquellos  residuos  peligrosos  que  no  pueden  ser  tratados  en  las 
instalaciones ya existentes. La Comunidad de Madrid esta a la espera 
de  que  por  parte  de  Ia  Administraci6n  Central,  dentro  de.  sus 
competencias legales, se concrete y apruebe un nuevo Proyecto de Plan 
Nacional  de  Residuos  Industriales  que  fue  presentado  a  las 
Comunidades  Aut6nomas  en  Octubre  de  1993.  Este  Plan  permitira 
cubrir la insuficiencia en instalaciones de tratamiento que actualmente 
existe en Espana. 
La Agencia de Medio Ambiente ha editado un manual de minimizaci6n 
de residuos, con aplicaci6n a diversos sectores industriales y redactado 
en forma sencilla pensando especialmente en las pequeiias y medianas 
empresas. El manual ha sido distribuido gratuitamente a mas de 3.000 
empresas de Madrid. 
•  GESTION  DE  LOS  RESIDUOS  ESPECIALES 
DOMESTIC  OS 
Como  es  sabido,  los  residuos  urbanos  incluyen  en  su  composici6n 
productos  catalogados  como  t6xicos  o  peligrosos,  residuos  que  se 
generan  cotidianamente  en  Ia  actividad  domestica:  medicamentos, 
disolventes, pinturas, plaguicidas, pilas y baterfas, etc. Estos residuos 
son  eliminados  normalmente  junto  con  el  resto  de  las  basuras 
producidas  en  el  hogar.  La  unica  soluci6n  a  este  problema  es  la 11. 
separaci6n en origen y el tratamiento adecuado de estos residuos. Como 
se ha comentado anteriormente existe un vacfo legal en la regulaci6n 
del  tratamiento  de  esa  categorfa  de  residuos,  los  cuales  son 
normalmente mezclados por los ciudadanos con el resto de sus basuras 
domesticas. 
En 1990, la Agencia de Medio Ambiente inici6 un Programa Piloto de 
recogida selectiva de estos residuos especiales en ocho municipios.,Los 
residuos recogidos fueron tratados en  Ia Planta de Tratamiento ffsico-
qufmica de Valdedebas y depositados posteriormente en el·Dep6sito de 
Seguridad de San Fernando de Henares. 
Entre los residuos especiales generados en los hogares, destacan por su 
especial toxicidad,  las .  pilas-bot6n utilizadas en  camaras·· fotograficas, 
relojes,  pequeiias  calculadoras,  etc.  Para  evitar  el  vertido 
indiscriminado de estos productos, Ia Agencia ha puesto en marcha un 
servicio de recogida selectiva. 
En  estos  momentos  se  dispone  de  una . red  de  unos  doscientos 
contenedores situados en la vfa publica, centros comerciales, edificos 
publicos,  estaciones  de  metro  o  ferrocarril,  etc~  donde  se  recogen 
separadamente las pilas bot6n, las alcalinas y las salinas. Posteriormente 
se  recupera  el  mercurio  de  aquellas  pilas  que  lo  contienen  en  una 
instalaci6n de la Agencia, situada en San Fernando de Henares que ha 
empezado a operar a finales de 1993. En estos mornentos se trabaja en 
Ia ampliaci6n del numero de puntos de recogida, en base a una buena 
aceptaci6n ciudadana del servicio. 
La experiencia obtenida en estas acciones piloto ha permitido el 12. 
planteamiento de una operaci6n de  mayor envergadura consistente en 
Ia construcci6n de tres centros de recepci6n de residuos valorizables y 
especiales, denominados "Puntos Limpios". Estos centros se localizan 
en  municipios  del  area  metropolitana:  Majadahonda,  Alcorc6n  y 
Torrej6n de Ardoz y estan en funcionamiento desde Diciembre de 1993. 
El objetivo ha sido crear unas areas donde los ciudadanos puedan llevar 
una  serie  de  residuos  de  tal  modo  que  se  favorezca  Ia  recogida 
selectiva, el  reciclaje y el  tratamiento adecuado para los  residuos  no 
aprovechables. Los centros estan previstos 
para recoger los siguientes tipos de residuos: 
Residuos  voluminosos,  tales  como  colchones,  somieres, 
muebles,  electrodomesticos,  cajas,  marcos  y  puertas, 
residuos de jardinerfa, etc. Se trata de residuos de diffcil 
eliminaci6n mediante los  servicios normales de  recogida 
que son habitual mente objeto de vertido incontrolado. De 
especial interes es sefialar que los centros cuentan con un 
equipo  espec{fico  para  Ia  retirada  de  los  CFC  de  los 
frigorfficos. 
Residuos  banales,  como  vidrio,  papel  y  cart6n,  rnetales 
(aluminio,  hierro,  cobre,  bronce,  inox,  etc.),  plasticos, 
madera,  radiograflas,  etc.,  residuos  clararnente 
valorizables. 
Residuos t6xicos  y peligrosos de origen domestico, como 
por  ejemplo,  aceites  usados  de  carter,  baterfas  de 13. 
autom6viles, pilas, en especial pilas bot6n, medicamentos, 
sprays,  films,  tubos  fluorescentes,  etc.,  algunos  de  los 
cuales son claramente valorizables. 
Estos  centros  son  operados por una empresa privada en regimen de 
concesi6n  administrativa,  la  cual  obtiene  el  derecho  de  explotaci6n 
mediante  una  licitaci6n  publica.  Todos  los  productos  valorizables 
obtenidos pasan a propiedad del explotador. 
Durante 1994 se preve ampliar Ia  red de  estos puntos Iimpios con Ia 
construcci6n de otros tres. 
•  PRIORIDADES PARA EL FUTURO 
Hemos visto pues, que la Comunidad de Madrid, a traves de Ia Agencia 
de Medio Ambiente,  ha realizado un  singular esfuerzo en los ultimos 
afios  para  solucionar  los  problemas  mas  acuciantes  en  materia  de 
gesti6n  de  los  residuos  so  lidos  urbanos.  En  este  escaso  perfodo  de 
tiempo se ha cambiado de una situaci6n en la que la practica totalidad 
de los municipios (a excepci6n del  municipio de Madrid) depositaban 
sus residuos s6lidos de forma ambientalmente no controlada, con grave 
riesgo para el medio ambiente y Ia salud de las personas, a· otra en la 
que  todos  los  residuos  domesticos  y  asimilables  son  tratados  en 
vertederos sanitariamente controlados.  Ademas,  se han  clausurado y 
sellado mas  de  doscientos vertederos,  y se han realizado operaciones 
peri6dicas de limpieza de  "puntos negros"  reforzadas con medidas de 
policfa ambiental. 14. 
Asimismo ya hemos explicado c6mo, para el tratamiento de los residuos 
t6xicos y peligrosos de origen industrial la Comunidad se ha dotado de 
las instalaciones necesarias, instalaciones que, hasta fecha reciente, eran 
las unicas de este tipo en Espana. Se han puesto en marcha, ademas, 
programas y medidas concretas para la gesti6n de los distintos tipos de 
residuos especiales. 
Sin embargo, y aunque se han atajado los problemas mas inmediatos y 
urgentes,  las  soluciones  aplicadas  no  pueden ser consideradas como 
definitivas.  En  lo  que  respecta  a  los  residuos  urbanos,  junto a  un 
crecimiento  constante  en  Ia  producci6n  de  residuos,  asistimos  al 
progresivo  agotamiento  de  Ia  capacidad  de  vertido  disponible,  que 
podrla agotarse en  el  afio  2.000.  A ello hay  que  afiadir la creciente 
dificultad de  encontrar localizaciones id6neas para nuevos vertederos 
por el rechazo social que estos producen en las poblaciones vecinas. 
En lo  que respecta a los  residuos  industriales peligrosos,  el  objetivo 
fundamental  es  lograr  una  mayor  utilizaci6n  de  las  instalaciones 
existentes para lo cual Ia Agencia realizara las funciones que sean de su 
competencia de acuerdo con Ia pr6xima Ley estatal de residuos. 
Por otra parte, Ia Comunidad al haber tenido que asumir fntegramente 
el coste de la prestaci6n del servicio de tratamiento, se ha visto forzada 
a  realizar un  importante  esfuerzo  econ6mico  y  financiero  que  sera 
diffcil seguir manteniendo en el futuro. 
As{ pues, los dos  retos principales que cara al  futuro debe afrontar Ia 
Comunidad son: 15. 
El desarrollo de un nuevo modelo de tratamiento integral 
de los R.  S. U. que pueda estar plenamente operativo en el 
aiio 2.000, y que incorpore plenamente los principios de 
reducci6n  en  Ia  fuente,  recuperaci6n  y  reciclaje  de  los 
residuos valorizables y deposito seguro. 
El  desarrollo  de  un  nuevo  marco  de  financiaci6n  de  Ia 
gesti6n de los R.S.U. que permita hacer frente al coste de 
tratamiento que los nuevos sistemas requieren. 
El desarrollo de esta estrategia se realiza en el nuevo Plan Integral para 
Ia Gesti6n de los Residuos en la Comunidad de Madrid, actualmente en 
proceso de elaboraci6n. Este plan contempla de un modo coordinado la 
gesti6n de todos los residuos producidos en Ia region (urbanos, inertes, 
industriales, especiales domesticos y cl1nicos). 
La Agencia de Medio Ambiente acaba de terminar un estudio sobre 
generaci6n  y  composici6n  de  los  residuos  s6lidos  urbanos  cuyos 
resultados se estan analizando para obtener conclusiones de utilidad para 
la planificaci6n. 
Las directrices basicas para la elaboraci6n del Plan han sido recogidas 
en el  documento Madrid 21, que desarrolla Ia estrategia sobre medio 
ambiente y desarrollo sostenible que~ de acuerdo con el V Programa de 
Ia  CE en  materia  de  Medio  Ambiente  y  Desarrollo  Sostenible,  ha 
preparado recientemente el  Gobierno de la Comunidad de Madrid. Se 
incluye el cuadro resumen de objetivos, metas, acciones y agentes para 
el aiio 2.000. 16 
GESTION  DE  RESIDUOS 
OBJETIVOS  METAS  AL  2.000  ACCIONES  ACT ORES 
Implantaci6n de  un  Estabilizaci6n de  Acuerdo  con  produc- Ministerio de  Obras 
nuevo  sistema de  La  tasa "per  capi- tores para minimi- Publ icas, 
gesti6n integrada  ta" de  generaci 6n  zaci6n de  envases y  Transportes  y Medio 
de  los R.S.U.  basa- de  residuos  embalajes  Ambiente  (MOPTMA), 
do  en  los princi- Agencia  de  Meddio 
pios de  reducci6n  Acuerdos  con  cade- Ambiente  (AMA), 
de  los  residuos  nas  de  distribu- Asociaciones  indus-
producidos,  recupe- d6n.  triales y comercia-
raci6n y  reciclaje  les,  grandes  super-
de  las materias  ficies y cadenas  de 
valorizables y de- Sensibilizaci6n de  supermercados,  me-
p6sito seguro.  la opinion  pllblica.  dios de  comunica-
cion,  ayuntamien-
tos,  asociaciones 
de  vecinos  y grupos 
ecologistas 
Todos  los  munici- Instalacion de  con- MOPTMA,  AMA,  ayun-
pios de  la  Comuni- tenedores  separados  tamientos,  asocia-
dad  con  sistema de  papel,  carton y  ciones  de  empresa 
recogida  selective.  vidrio  (1  por  1.000  de  reciclaje. 
hab.  en  1. 996). 
El  50%  de  todos  los  Jmplantaci6n de  la  AMA,  ayuntamientos, 
R.S.U.con  separa- recogida domicilia- medios  de  comuni-
ci6n en  origen.  ria  cacion,asociaciones 
de  vecinos,  grupos 
Construed 6n  de  ecologistas. 
plantas de  trata-
miento  integral  de 
los R.S.U. 
Ley  de  financiacion 
de  La  gestion de 
los R.S.U. 
Sensibilizacion de 
La  opinion publica 
Tratamiento  inte- Control  total de  la  Oecreto  sobre  reco- Instituto Nacional 
grado  de  los  resi- gestion de  los  re- gida  tratamiento y  de  Salud  (INSALUD), 
duos  clfnicos.  siduos  cl fnicos.  eliminaci6n de  re- AMA,  Consejerfa de 
siduos  clinicos  Salud, 
Tratamiento  inte- Completar  la  red  de  Programar  y desa- AMA,  ayuntamientos, 
grado  de  residuos  "Puntos  Limpios"  rrollar nuevas  ins- asociaciones de 
domesticos  especia- hasta dar  cobertura  talaciones.  empresas  de  reci-
les.  a  todos  los munici- claje,  asociaciones 
pios de  poblaci6n  Sensibilizacion de  de  vecinos,  medios 
superior a  los  la opinion publica.  de  comunicacion. 
50.000  hab. 17. 
Con objeto de  que  el  Plan cuente con  Ia  suficiente apoyatura legal, 
superando los problemas antes mencionados, derivados del marco legal 
vigente,  los  servicios  jurldicos  de  Ia  Agencia  estan  redactando  el 
borrador  de  un  anteproyecto  de  ley  reguladora  de  Ia  gesti6n  y  su 
financiaci6n, de los residuos generados en Ia Comunidad de Madrid. 
Esperamos que todas estas actuaciones nos permitan ir avanzando en el 
sentido de una utilizaci6n mas racional de los recursos y mas respetuosa 
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-MARCO LEGAL DE LOS RESIDUOS 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
RESIDUOS SOLIDOS URBANOS 
• Ley de 1.975 
• Decreto de 1.986 
~  RECOGIDAY 
MUNICIPIOS  y  TRATAMIENTO 
COMUNIDADES  \  PLANES DE 
AUTONOMAS  v 
GESTION 
*Ley de 1.986 
* Oecreto de 1.988 
• Diversas normas especlficas 
COMUNIDADES  ~ 
AUTORIZACIONES 
Y CONTROL DE 
AUTONOMAS  -v  GESTION 
~ 
COORDINACION Y 
GOBIERNO  PLAN  NACIONAL 




























































































































































































































































 •  •  •  •  ·* 
4 
INSTALACIONES DE TRATAMIENTO DE RESIDUOS SOLIDOS URBANOS 
VERTEOERO  SANITARIAMEN~  CONTROLADO £N AJNCIONAMIENTO 
VERTEDERO SANITARIAMENTE CONTROLADO EN CONSTRUCCION 
ESTACION DE TRANSFERENCIA 
CENTROS DE AECOGIOA D£ RESIDUOS VALORIZABLES 
PLANTAS DE RECICLADO EN FUNCIONAMIENTO 









•  •  *  •  • 
INSTALACIONES DE LA AGENCIA DE MEDIO AMBIENTE 
PARA TRATAMIENTO DE RESIDUOS PELIGROSOS 
AREAS DE MAYOR GENERACION DE AESIOUOS INDUSTRIALES 
DEPOSITO DE SEGURIOAD 
PLANTA DE TRATAMIENTO FISICO· OUIMICO 
CENTAOS DE TAANSFERENCIA DE ACEITES USADOS 




N-111 EL PROCESO ACTUAL DE PLANIFICACION (I)  I 
§o~;~=  ijaijccaau~s=8999 
CONDICIONANTES  ACTUALES  ra 
~ ~ 
* Progresivo agotamiento de Ia capacidad de vertido 
* Dificultad de encontrar nuevas localizaciones para el vertido 
* Dificultades econ6micas y financieras de explotaci6n 
* Experiencia incipiente en recogida selectiva y aprovechamiento 
*Nuevo modele de tratamiente integral operative en el alio 
2.000 basado en: 
_  •  Reducci6n de origen 
• Recuperaci6n 
•  Reciclaje 
•  Dep6sito seguro 
* Nuevo marco de financiaci6n de Ia gesti6n de residues 
urban  as 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EL PROCESO A;~UAL  o;.:.LANIFICACION (Ill)~ 
MARCO  DE  REFERENCIA  I 
~  jdbb~caaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaua~ 
*  El 5° Programa de Acci6n de Ia U.E. 
* Documento MADRID 21 
*  MET  AS ANO 2.000 
•  Estabilizaci6n tasa generaci6n por habitante 
•  lmplantaci6n progresiva de Ia recogida selectiva en todos 
los municipios 
•  Control total de los residues especiales 
* Ley regional sobre residues (principios tecnicos, 
administrativos y econ6mico- financieros) 
* Construcci6n de nuevas plantas de tratamiento integral 
de residues urbanos 
* Sensibilizaci6n de Ia poblaci6n 
Comunidad de  • 
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for the Expert Seminar on Waste Management Planning 
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